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Executive summary
Ecosystem Services for Poverty Alleviation (ESPA), funded by the Department of International
Development (DFID), the Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC) and the Natural
Environment Research Council (NERC), is a global interdisciplinary research programme
exploring the complex interactions between ecosystem services and poverty alleviation. The
aim of the programme is “to positively influence research users and decision makers through
the generation of cutting edge evidence on ecosystem services, their full value and links to
sustainable development. As a result, ecosystems are conserved and managed sustainably,
contributing to poverty alleviation and enhanced well-being.”1
ESPA works to achieve this aim through influence in policy, practice and use, by decisionmakers at the highest level, ecosystem service management stakeholders at national and
regional levels, and ecosystems service users at the local grassroots level. This project analysis
document reviews only five of the many projects supported by ESPA in order to articulate the
outcomes and impacts which they have achieved.
The five projects reviewed are:
•
•
•
•
•

Attaining Sustainable Services from Ecosystems through Trade-off Scenarios – ASSETS
(NE/J002267-1) – led by Professor Guy Poppy.
Negotiating Trade-offs: making Informed Choices about Ecosystem Services for Poverty
Alleviation (NE/I003924/1) – led by Dr. Bhaskar Vira
Poverty and Ecology: developing a new evolutionary approach (NE/I002960/1) – led by
Professor John Dearing.
Just Ecosystem Management: linking ecosystem services with poverty alleviation
(NE/I003282/1) – led by Dr. Thomas Sikor.
Safeguarding local equity as global values of ecosystems services rise (NE/I00341X/1)
– led by Dr. Kate Schreckenberg.

The review follows a consistent approach for each of these projects: providing an overview of
the project, activities, outputs, impact pathways, analysis and conclusions. Impacts in these
projects have been assessed at three levels of influence, namely, at the levels of policy,
practice, and use, reflecting the engagement of the projects with high-level decision makers,
Ecosystem Services (ES) management bodies and communities reliant upon ES for their
livelihoods and well-being

1)

Policy

The analysis demonstrates that contributions to policy decisions can achieve broad impact.
Policies relating to ES usage cascade from the national to regional to local levels and involve
NGOs, civil society, businesses and other local actors. Throughout the analysis there are
examples of how this is taking place.
John Dearing’s work provides a useful demonstration of this. It has produced influential
insights on “planetary boundaries” by providing evidence from key longitudinal empirical data
for downscaling to regions. The language of “planetary boundaries”, “safe operating spaces”

1

ESPA Impact Strategy 2016
http://www.espa.ac.uk/files/espa/ESPA%20Impact%20Strategy%20Mar%202016%20v12_%2
0FINAL.pdf
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and “tipping points” has come to dominate global conversations on climate change and
sustainable development: from the COP21 conference, to the SDGs, to President Obama’s TV
appearance with Bear Grylls at the edge of the arctic shelf. Dearing’s ESPA contribution to this
new theoretical framework cannot be quantified but it is non-trivial. Any contribution to a
framework that influences global conversations should be regarded as having global impact.
Other ESPA projects have had more direct linkages to policies at the national and regional
policy level. For example, the strategic placement of decision makers on the Malawian advisory
board of the ASSETS project has led to direct policy inputs in the ministries of education,
agriculture and nutrition. Likewise, Bhaskar Vira’s work in India has influenced environmental
policy at the regional level in a way that will integrate forest and watershed management.

2)

Practice

At the level of implementation of ES management, practical operational frameworks that guide
national and regional plans have a more applied impact. Where theoretical and ideological
contributions to the broader discourse may be hard to identify and quantify, operational
frameworks impact the way NGOs and governments manage protected areas. Two projects
profiled here, led by Prof Schreckenberg and Prof Sikor, have collaborated and converged
around an ‘Equity framework’ for managing protected areas, that is primed to influence ES
management in a range of different contexts to meet the AICHI target for ‘sustainable and
equitable management.’

3)

Use

At the grassroots level is direct impact on the ‘end-users’ of ES – those who are using water,
forest, land resources, etc for their own livelihoods and well-being. Maximising their wellbeing, and alleviating poverty amongst these communities is the ultimate target of ESPA,
according to the Impact Strategy: “these are our ‘ultimate beneficiaries’.” The impact on such
’ultimate beneficiaries’ in the ASSETS project emerged through the participatory work with
indigenous communities at the forest-agriculture interface in the Amazon. In Bhaskar Vira’s
work in the Himalayan watershed region, the regional policy influence mentioned above has
been joined with grassroots work with local communities around negotiating their access to
water with more powerful stakeholders.
The report seeks to synthesise some lessons from a small number of ESPA-funded projects and
identifies four prominent themes that have emerged:
•

Complexity – ES are complex but can be modelled and quantified to enable accurate
decision making.

•

Synergies and trade-offs – Environmental and development concerns need not be in
tension; identifying synergies and acknowledging potential trade-offs can enhance
outcomes for well-being and poverty alleviation.

•

Justice and equity – the emergence of a framework for equitable management of
protected areas is a key outcome of two of the projects analysed, but the implications
affect approaches to ES management more broadly.

•

Interdisciplinarity – The ability to address such complex issues requires expertise in a
range of disciplines, and the ways in which each of the projects addressed the challenge
of interdisciplinary collaboration offer key lessons for future interdisciplinary
programmes.

The challenges that academics face in attributing impacts directly or solely to their research
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should not undermine the clear contributions they have made from shaping dialogue at the
highest levels of ES policy through to directly enhancing the livelihoods and well-being of
marginalised communities, from the Amazon to the Yangtze river basin. This breadth of impact
in research for development suggests that ESPA plays a key role in catalysing change.
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Introduction
1. Background to ESPA
Ecosystem Services for Poverty Alleviation (ESPA) is a global interdisciplinary research
programme exploring the complex interactions between ecosystem services and poverty
alleviation. The aim of the programme is to contribute to the achievement of a world in which
ecosystems are preserved and managed sustainably, so that their contributions to human wellbeing are maximised and poverty is alleviated.
The programme was founded in the wake of the 2005 Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MA),
which synthesised existing research on ecosystem change and its consequences for human
well-being, and illuminated the lack of available information about the status and value of
many ecosystem services at local and national levels.
ESPA seeks to address wicked problems: interconnected challenges that resist simple solutions
or categorisation. ESPA-funded projects are therefore highly interdisciplinary, spanning the
social, natural and political sciences. They employ systems thinking in order to engage
holistically with the many complex linkages and interactions between ecosystem services and
human well-being, acknowledging the interdependency of all things in the natural world (ESPA
Impact Strategy, December 2015).
Funding for ESPA comes from the United Kingdom's Department for International Development
(DFID), the Natural Environment Research Council (NERC) and the Economic and Social
Research Council (ESRC).

2. Context of the ESPA calls
ESPA selects projects based on their likelihood to deliver world-class interdisciplinary research
on ecosystems services (ES), their dynamics, and their contribution to poverty alleviation (PA)
and human well-being. It prioritises projects in which local stakeholders – including individuals
affected by poverty in low-resource countries – are able to play an active role in research
design and delivery, and in which local expertise is valued. In doing so, ESPA seeks to enhance
the relevance and utility of research: potential research users are equipped to speak with
credibility and influence others, and individuals are more willing to change the ways in which
they interact with the ecosystems on which they rely (ESPA Impact Strategy, December 2015).
The scope and focus of the grants awarded by ESPA have shifted over the years in order to
engage with a broad range of ecosystem services and human development issues, and to feed
into significant policy issues and events.
ESPA began issuing competitive calls for proposals in 2009 and in the same year, eleven
‘Strengthening Research Capacity’ grants were awarded. The grants were designed to develop
sustainable partnerships and to build research capacity in advance of the first call for full ESPA
consortia project. In 2010, ESPA funded 28 short-term Partnership and Project Development
projects and 18 Programme Framework Grants. These were designed to promote development
of additional research partnerships and strategies, and to explore new concepts,
methodologies and models through interdisciplinary work. Projects funded through ESPA
Programme Framework Grants include ‘Negotiating Trade-offs: Making Informed Choices about
Ecosystem Services for Poverty Alleviation’, ‘Poverty and ecology: developing a new
evolutionary approach’, and ‘Safeguarding local equity as global values of ecosystem services
rise’, all of which are reviewed below. These calls laid the groundwork for ESPA’s first call for
full consortia grants.
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In Autumn 2012, ESPA funded its first three major projects, which lasted five years. These
projects were intended to provide ‘significant new knowledge on the relationship between
ecosystem services and poverty alleviation’2, and included Professor Poppy’s project on
‘Attaining Sustainable Services from Ecosystems through Trade-off Scenarios (ASSETS)’,
reviewed below. In the same year, ESPA launched calls for 12-month Evidence and Impact
Research Grants (EIRG), which were designed to increase ESPA’s impact through influencing
key policy processes. All the projects funded in this round were expected to contribute
evidence to at least one of four key policy events: the Planet Under Pressure conference, Rio
2012, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, or the Convention on Biological
Diversity.3
In October 2012, new funding calls were launched to address unmet opportunities to put ESPA
research into use, and to increase the volume of ESPA research published in open access
journals. The larger ESPA-2012 grants focused on how ecosystems provide services in multifunctional landscapes, and how ecosystems can better support the enhanced multi-dimensional
well-being of those living in poverty. ESPA called for in-depth, empirical studies of ecosystems
and their functions, processes, goods and services, and related governance and decisionmaking processes.4
In 2013, ESPA awarded grants to eleven projects intended to fill gaps in research, knowledge
and evidence in the ESPA portfolio. The three research themes covered in this call were: 1)
‘Sustainable, ecosystem-based pathways out of poverty/routes out of poverty’; 2) ‘Ecosystem
services and the urban environment’; and 3) ‘Building on ESPA Success’.5 2013 also saw the
launch of ESPA Fellowships, which aimed to build the capacity of early-stage researchers of all
nationalities and of researchers from low-income countries.
Most recently, ESPA awarded five “blue skies” projects that were designed to advance global
understanding of the ways that ecosystem services can contribute to poverty alleviation. The
projects focus on research that will benefit poor people in low-income countries and that will
inform thinking and practice.6

3. Overview of Ecosystem Services for Poverty
Alleviation
3.1. ESPA’s contribution
Ecosystem Services have framed an important approach to environmental studies, however, it
is the focusing of ecosystem services (ES) research around poverty alleviation (PA) and human
well-being that has helped to increase the relevance and attention in the public arena. Linking
poverty alleviation to ecosystem services so directly through the ESPA mandate and calls for
funding has helped to raise awareness around the key ecosystem services (both functions and
resources) that are integral to the lives of many marginalised communities. ESPA has engaged
2

ESPA, ‘ESPA 2011 Grants’, http://www.espa.ac.uk/projects/espa-2011-grants
ESPA, ‘Evidence and Impact Research Grants’, 2011,
http://www.espa.ac.uk/files/espa/ESPA%20EIRG%202011.pdf
4
ESPA, ‘Announcement of opportunity: ESPA 2012 Grants’, 2012,
http://www.espa.ac.uk/files/espa/ao-espa2012.pdf
5
ESPA, ‘Announcement of Opportunity Part A: Scope of ESPA-2013 Grants’, 2013,
http://www.espa.ac.uk/files/espa/ao-espa2013-parta.pdf
6
ESPA, ‘Announcement of Opportunity Part A: Scope of ESPA-2014 Grants’, 2014,
http://www.espa.ac.uk/files/espa/AO-ESPA-2014%20(Part%20A).pdf
3
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leading academics in interdisciplinary projects, many with long-term horizons for impact. This
project analysis aims to capture the emergent impacts of a handful of projects which already
show some evidence of bearing fruit. ESPA has catalysed this impact, both in focusing its calls
toward practical impact, and in developing communities of practice and a broader ‘ESPA
family’: enhancing its impacts through collaboration and advancement of knowledge.

3.2. Importance to development
The aim of the 2005 MA was to assess the consequences of changes in ecosystems for human
development. It highlighted the extensive, and in some cases irreversible, changes that have
occurred in ecosystems as a result of human activity, more so over the last 50 years than in
any other period of human history. It reported that 60% of studied ecosystem services were
severely degraded or were being used unsustainably. The MA argued that the repercussions of
this degradation for future human well-being are severe, and that the harmful effects are, and
will be, borne disproportionately by the poor. Ecosystems degradation was identified as a
major challenge to the achievement of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs).
Since then, there has been an increase in awareness of the importance of sustainable ES
management to PA, and of the intimate interconnections between poverty, inequality and ES.
ES have gained a higher profile within key policy forums on international development.

3.3. Relevance to key policy-making forums
Recent years have seen a growing awareness of the relevance of ES to developmental
processes and human well-being. This has resulted in an increased demand for research on ES
for poverty alleviation. The inclusion of ES in some of the most prominent policy-making
forums of recent years demonstrates a growing potential for research to influence policy. This
section references some of the key forums where policy dialogue and decision-making
interface with ES. It provides context for future sections on the ways that ESPA projects are
influencing the policy-making forums and high-level conversations that dominate the
ecosystems debate.
First, ES feature heavily in the Convention on Biological Diversity’s Strategic Plan for
Biodiversity 2011-2020. There are 196 parties to the Convention of Biological Diversity and
168 signatories. The Strategic Plan, signed in Aichi Prefecture, Japan, in 2010, presents an
overarching framework on biodiversity for the UN System and other partners engaged in
biodiversity management and policy development. One of the plan’s five strategic goals is to
“Enhance the benefits to all from biodiversity and ecosystem services”. Subsumed under these
five goals are 20 targets. Target 14 relates particularly closely to ecosystem services, wellbeing and equity, stating: “By 2020, ecosystems that provide essential services, including
services related to water, and contribute to health, livelihoods and well-being, are restored and
safeguarded, taking into account the needs of women, indigenous and local communities, and
the poor and vulnerable”.7
Second, The Future We Want – the outcome document of the UN Conference on Sustainable
Development (or Rio+20) – emphasises the importance of biological diversity and notes “its
critical role in maintaining ecosystems that provide essential services, which are critical
foundations for sustainable development and human well-being”. It also highlights justice and
equity concerns, arguing that “indigenous peoples and local communities are often most
directly dependent on biodiversity and ecosystems and thus are often most immediately

7

Convention on Biological Diversity: Aichi Biodiversity Targets
https://www.cbd.int/sp/targets/default.shtml
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affected by their loss and degradation.”8
Third, the importance of ES to human well-being and sustainable development is recognised in
the UN’s 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. A number of the targets within the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) explicitly mention or are intimately related to ES. Most
relevant, is SDG 15 - to ‘Protect, restore and promote sustainable use of terrestrial
ecosystems, sustainably manage forests, combat desertification, and halt and reverse land
degradation and halt biodiversity loss’. Many of the targets that form Goal 15 are connected to
ecosystem services (see box 1). SDG 14 also relates closely to ES, as seen in Target 2: “By
2020, sustainably manage and protect marine and coastal ecosystems to avoid significant
adverse impacts, including by strengthening their resilience, and take action for their
restoration in order to achieve healthy and productive oceans”.
Box 1: Relevant targets of SDG 15
15.1 - By 2020, ensure the conservation, restoration and sustainable use of terrestrial and
inland freshwater ecosystems and their services, in particular forests, wetlands, mountains
and drylands, in line with obligations under international agreements
15. 2 - By 2020, promote the implementation of sustainable management of all types of
forests, halt deforestation, restore degraded forests and substantially increase afforestation
and reforestation globally
15.3 - By 2030, combat desertification, restore degraded land and soil, including land
affected by desertification, drought and floods, and strive to achieve a land degradationneutral world
15.4 - By 2030, ensure the conservation of mountain ecosystems, including their
biodiversity, in order to enhance their capacity to provide benefits that are essential for
sustainable development
15.5 - Take urgent and significant action to reduce the degradation of natural habitats, halt
the loss of biodiversity and, by 2020, protect and prevent the extinction of threatened
species
15.6 - Promote fair and equitable sharing of the benefits arising from the utilization of
genetic resources and promote appropriate access to such resources, as internationally
agreed
15.9 - By 2020, integrate ecosystem and biodiversity values into national and local planning,
development processes, poverty reduction strategies and accounts
15.a - Mobilize and significantly increase financial resources from all sources to conserve and
sustainably use biodiversity and ecosystems

Fourth, ES also featured in debates around the December 2015 Paris Conference of the UN
Framework Convention on Climate Change. The Paris Agreement highlights the inextricable
links between PA and climate change. Issues of justice and ecosystem management feature in
the text of the Agreement, which notes, “the importance of ensuring the integrity of all
ecosystems, including oceans … and noting the importance for some of the concept of “climate
justice”, when taking action to address climate change”.9 Article 5 of the Agreement is
8

The Future We Want,
http://www.uncsd2012.org/content/documents/727The%20Future%20We%20Want%2019%2
0June%201230pm.pdf
9
http://unfccc.int/resource/docs/2015/cop21/eng/l09r01.pdf
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dedicated to the sustainable management of forest ecosystems, including the role of financial
incentives.

4. Objectives of the project analysis
This project analysis aims to identify the outcomes and impacts of five projects chosen by the
ESPA directorate. Such a small number of projects cannot fully represent the breadth of the
ESPA portfolio in any statistically significant manner, however, they are indicative of potential
impacts which may emerge from across the portfolio. Indeed, one of the objectives of funding
a wide range of research projects is that projects with different scales of impact complement
one another.
This project analysis aims to capture some of the most important impacts that have begun to
emerge thus far from these projects, both to help ESPA identify and understand the
characteristics of impactful projects, and to communicate to others (specifically in regards to
the brochure to be published shortly based on condensed findings of this analysis) the
successes, challenges and learnings of ESPA research.

5. Methods and Overview of the project analysis
This research of ESPA’s impact has taken as its starting point a selection of 5 projects funded
by ESPA, and is confined to those projects. The publications and research activities of the
projects were reviewed using both academic literature and documents submitted to the ESPA
directorate at 6-monthly catch-ups and other reporting stages. Additionally interviews were
conducted with the Principal Investigators (PIs) and other collaborators, including
implementing partners where possible.

5.1. Literature Review
The literature review covered the academic and non-academic literature produced by the
project collaborators, as well as the major publications influenced by those papers. This
literature review included a thematic meta-analysis of the keywords and disciplines influenced
by the publications, and a systematic review of the footprint of the publications (i.e. their
position within their field and a range of allied fields). Additionally, a review of documentation
provided to the ESPA directorate, including proposals, 6-monthly catch-ups and final reports,
was considered in each of the literature reviews. In the case of 3 projects, where the PIs were
involved in multiple ESPA-funded projects, some attention has been given to the relationship
between those different projects, especially where they build upon each other’s work
substantively.

5.2. Interviews
Interviews were undertaken with each of the PIs and as many collaborators as could be
reached within the time frame for each project. These interviews covered both general
questions about the impact of the research projects and the role of ESPA, as well as specific
questions regarding the nature of the partnerships within the research and the aims of the
particular project in achieving impact.

5.3. Limitations
The timing of this project analysis was such that a number of academics were unavailable. In
addition, the nature of the research projects meant that many potential impacts could not yet
be captured, due to the long timescale of change relevant to the ES under research.
Page 11
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Furthermore, the complexity and multiplicity of inputs into the research and policy
environment meant that the attribution of impacts was uncertain and difficult to verify through
the channels and informants available to the research.

5.4. Challenges of capturing impact: complexity and attribution
One of the inherent challenges in capturing and articulating the impact of ESPA-funded
research to a non-specialist audience is that ES are highly complex systems. Much of the
research falls within the spheres of complexity science and mathematical modelling. The
academics involved have built their careers on capturing the nuance of highly complex
systems. Therefore, it is understandable that the academics engaged in these research
projects are highly attuned to viewing impact within non-linear paradigms – a view that ESPA
espouses and encourages.
Within the context of academic research activities, and knowledge exchange more broadly, the
attribution of causality from one idea to another (not to mention from an idea to an action or
behaviour) relies upon certain proxies for transmission. These proxies include specialised
terminology and vocabulary, which reflects a particular understanding of an issue, as well as
self-reported cognitive changes with a certain “school of thought”. The verifiability of these
proxies lies largely beyond the remit of this research, and indeed opens up philosophical and
epistemological questions of how knowledge is in fact exchanged. Dr Jonathan Wentworth,
Energy and Environment Adviser for the Parliamentary Office of Science and Technology
discusses the difficulty of measuring and attributing impact within ES:
“It is quite hard to measure policy impact because there is the long term influencing on the
way the discourse goes and you can’t fingerprint who did what and when. This will end up in
a shift in policy in the end, but it is a long-term impact, so we can’t easily attribute it to a
particular piece of research often.”

On-going nature of impacts
Impact within ecosystems and ES is inherently complex and almost always takes place over a
long time-scale. Similarly, the institutions and communities responsible for ES are often
bureaucratic and slow-moving. Capturing the impact of ESPA-funded research concluded in the
last few years is therefore challenging at best. This is made even more difficult where the
researchers are still active on the project, or have moved on to a follow-on project (or in some
cases completely different academic projects). Within this context, the nature of the impacts
should be understood as emergent and opportunistic, as well as pointing to longer-term future
impacts.

Looking ahead to emergent impacts
One of the benefits of ESPA’s theory of change is an understanding of the cascading influence
of research from outputs to outcomes to impacts. Connections between the three stages can
be drawn, and a trajectory for future impact potential can be realised. It may not be possible
to say that an impact will definitively be achieved from a given outcome. The representative
ESPA projects discussed here are part of a portfolio for that very reason – multiple streams
towards impact can help in identifying the most effective.
In some cases, as in the ASSETS project in Malawi, impacts within policy are already starting
to emerge, and it would be unfair to minimise the impressive speed of that impact.
Nonetheless, considerable work remains to be done to see the fruition of that impact, and that
Page 12
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also must be acknowledged at this stage.

Dynamics of research partnerships (co-production of impact)
Another dimension to the on-going impact, particularly of research into use, is the dependency
of the academic partners on their implementing partners. In the case of John Dearing’s
research in China, the continued interaction with implementing partners will ensure a
continued impact on knowledge, understanding and research priorities, but operationalisation
of the research findings will depend much upon national government strategy. In the case of
ASSETS’ work in the Amazon, local partners continue to be very engaged in a reflexive,
participatory approach to ES management which will no doubt build on the research, but will
retain a dynamism that makes impact less predictable.
Research impact has a dependence on politically influential stakeholders that cannot be
dismissed. The contexts where practical impacts have been realised most directly have often
relied on a key well-connected figure to appropriate ministries or conservation bodies. This is
not to say the impact could not occur otherwise, but that it has been accelerated (and can be
captured here) primarily because the researchers were well-placed with their partners.

6. Approaches to impacts
Understanding the impact of research for development, particularly in relation to ES, requires a
grasp of the non-linearity that is integral to describing ecosystems, as well as an
understanding of the fields and the rhythms of knowledge exchange that occur within the
relevant disciplines. The following matrix to understanding the linear and non-linear impacts is
designed10 to reflect how the projects relate to the key points and indicators on the ESPA
theory of change.
The ESPA impact strategy describes three components in achieving impact – they can be
sequential (awareness leading to knowledge leading to action), or they can interact with one
another on different levels (constituent awareness leading toward political action for example):
•

Improve awareness on the importance of ecosystem services in alleviating poverty, and
the value of research and evidence to inform decision-making.

•

Improve knowledge on how to best manage ecosystem services in a way that supports
sustainable development.

•

Improved practice in sustainable ecosystem use and management for maximising
human well-being and alleviating poverty.

This final point is paraphrased from the ESPA mission statement. Maximising human well-being
and alleviating poverty is thus the ultimate ‘destination’ of the impact pathways.
In our assessment of impact, we are focusing on three broad groups of stakeholders with
involvement in ES management, who naturally have different roles and responsibilities in
regards to the impact pathways mentioned above. These stakeholders can be described as:
•

policy makers – those making the regulatory and governance decisions around how ES
are managed internationally, nationally or regionally

•

implementing stakeholders – those who are managing ES locally, or implementing ES
policies

10

This matrix analysis is extrapolated by Jigsaw Consult, who have been contracted to conduct
this project review and analysis, based on ESPA Impact strategy documentation. This matrix is
only one of several ways the project impacts could be described, and does not necessarily
reflect the opinion of the ESPA directorate.
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•

local communities – those who are end users, or beneficiaries of ecosystems, and
depend on ecosystems for their livelihoods and/or well-being.

These are the three levels at which impact pathways can be applied: (a) influencing policy, (b)
operationalizing best practice in ES management, or (c) impacting local community use.
Projects in the ESPA portfolio influence or achieve impact at one of these levels using one or
more of the pathways. This can be captured in the impact matrix illustrated below. The next
sections of this report profile five ESPA projects using the matrix to analyse their impact.

Awareness of
importance of
ES

Knowledge of ES
management

Practice in managing ES

Influencing Policy
(policy-makers
and regulatory
stakeholders)

Integration of
ES perspective
into top-level
dialogue

Writing effective and
equitable ES policies

Implementing feedback
loops for refining and
adapting policy according
to dynamic ES
management needs

Operationalizing
best practice in
ES management
(implementers of
ES management)

Articulating ES
principles in a
practical
manner

Interpreting ES policies
in a way that can be
implemented at a local
and regional level

Creating practical tools,
methods and metrics for
monitoring ES
management, and putting
into practice

Impacting local
community use
(local individuals
and groups using
ES resources)

Sensitization of
communities

Building capacity of
local communities for
ES management

Demonstration work of
sustainable use of ES for
and by local communities

6.1. Policy influence
ESPA emerged in the context of the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment. As a result, ESPAfunded projects are mandated to influence policy. However, demonstrating a causal link
between academic research and public policy is very difficult. The factors that create an
enabling environment for decision-making at the highest levels are multifarious and
necessarily opaque. Decision-makers, particularly in political contexts, must take into account
not only best practice and key learning from academia, but also numerous competing voices
from amongst their constituents. Yet, where impacts on policy can be achieved they often
cascade into influence on ES management strategy and regulation, as well as enforcement and
use.

6.2. Operationalizing best practice in ES management
In addition to influencing policy, many ESPA-funded research projects achieve impact by
operationalizing best practices and enabling research to be put into use. In many cases this is
through work with NGOs, local civil society groups and other ES management stakeholders at
the grassroots level. These stakeholders and ‘boundary partners’ can be distinguished from
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‘end-users’ or local communities in that they are already aware of ES (if not the complexity of
interactions between different ES) and that they are not self-consciously dependent on using
ecosystem resources for their livelihoods.

6.3. Impacting local community use
Grassroots impact is achieved amongst the end users, or “ultimate beneficiaries” of ES. ESPA
recognises that many research initiatives cannot expect to achieve direct impact on local
community use within a short time scale. Nevertheless, it is important to note examples when
the research does engage directly with these users. Section 6.6 explained that working directly
with end users is important because it achieves direct impact and, importantly, encourages
researchers to feedback the findings to the community. This can lead to lasting and embedded
impact: the results are owned by the local community rather than imposed by a regulatory
authority through policy influence.
Moreover, the relationship between communities that rely on ES for their livelihoods (as well
as their way of life and world-view more generally), and the ecosystems themselves, is
complex and important. It shines light on the reasons for intervening in ES at all, no less for
PA.

6.4. Overview of approaches to methodological impact
ESPA-funded research, including the research examined here, has led to the development of
methodological approaches that are impacting both policy and global debates on climate
change and natural resource management. This section introduces some of the broad themes
in terms of research methods, frameworks and approaches that are discussed in greater depth
in the exemplifications and analysed comparatively in the final chapter.

6.5. Modelling
An important area of methodological impact is the development of mathematical models,
software models and modelling systems. Modelling sciences and complexity sciences have
largely developed these methods, and they are applied broadly within life sciences and natural
sciences. Improved empirical data has led to the development and testing of better models
that describe complex ecosystems. In recent years modelling systems have emerged that
describe non-linear ecosystems more accurately and with known parameters.
One project analysed in this report include a large modelling component. The ASSETS project
has contributed to the development of a bespoke modelling software platform that links
different mathematical models using an adaptable tool. In its final form, the tool (ARIES)
remains accessible to non-technical users. In addition to the tool, the ARIES modelling system
has contributed an important ontological framework that describes how the key ES concepts
and variables relate to one another within a methodical systematic structure. This is a valuable
conceptual building block that has relevance for a wide range of other potential modelling
applications.
By contrast, John Dearing’s work has been to apply systems dynamical theory to recent timeseries of ES, drivers and social responses. This has sometimes involved reconstructing records
of regulating ES from recent sediments that can be combined with conventional social,
economic and environmental records. The time series approach has now been applied to
regions in China through the ESPA Programme Framework project ‘Poverty and ecology’ and
the ESPA-funded DELTAS project in Bangladesh. The approach focuses on historical, multidecadal records to provide a precise description of how the modern social-ecological system
has evolved over recent decades. The trends and interactions help define the key system
properties, such as trade-offs between economic growth and ecological degradation, tipping
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points and regime shifts, and safe and just operating spaces. These pioneering contributions
have bolstered the evidence base for understanding the dynamics of modern landscapes.

6.6. Scenarios
Scenario development and description is a methodological approach taken from participatory
qualitative research. It has been important in ESPA-funded work on research into practice and
ES use. This method consists of the development of a qualitative picture of potential outcomes
for the purposes of communicating the effects of ES use. It can be very accessible to nontechnical stakeholders and is important to collaborative and reflexive research. The
development of scenario-based methods in the ASSETS project and ‘Negotiating Trade-offs’
has contributed to their ability to achieve practical impact with the communities in which they
are based. Broader development of these methods would support accountability towards
ultimate beneficiaries and end users.

6.7. Interdisciplinarity
The common theme across the ESPA-funded research projects is interdisciplinarity. This is
evidenced by the broad range of mixed-methods approaches present in each of the projects.
Some projects, such as ASSETS and ‘Safeguarding Local Equity’, have included social scientists
and natural scientists throughout. All of the projects have borrowed methods from social
sciences and natural sciences, including qualitative, quantitative and participatory methods.
This contribution alone has enriched the projects, and built the capacity of researchers who
had not previously had the opportunity to work in an interdisciplinary manner. This represents
a larger trend in ES research, towards embedded, interdisciplinary research that draws on
diverse fields, tools and analysis.
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ASSETS
Attaining Sustainable Services from Ecosystems through
Trade-off Scenarios (4/2012 – 4/2016)

1. Project Overview
The overarching aim of the ASSETS project is to quantify the linkages between the ES that both
affect, and are affected by, food security and nutritional health for the rural poor at the forestagricultural interface.
The project proposes to integrate a suite of complexity tools and cutting edge models with more
traditional participatory assessments in the field within a modified version of the Drivers-PressuresStates-Impacts-Response methodological framework to: identify how dynamic stocks and flows of
ES at the landscape scale translate to local-level nutritional diets and health; and inform policy
makers on how future land use and climate change will affect both food security and the ecosystem
services associated with it.11

Partners – at a glance
Position

Name

Affiliation

Lead PI

Guy Poppy

University of Southampton

PI

Sosten Chiotha

University of Malawi

PI

Ferdinando Villa

Basque Centre for Climate
Change, Spain

PI

Miroslav Honzák

Conservation International
(CI), USA

PI

Andy Jarvis

International Center for
Tropical Agriculture (CIAT),
Colombia

Co-Investigator

Malcolm Hudson

University of Southampton

Co-Investigator

Kate Schreckenberg

University of Southampton

Co-Investigator

Nyovani Madise

University of Southampton

Co-Investigator

Felix Eigenbrod

University of Southampton

11

summarised from http://www.espa.ac.uk/projects/ne-j002267-1
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Co-Investigator

Terry Dawson

University of Dundee

Co-Investigator

Charlie Shackleton

Rhodes University, South
Africa

Co-Investigator

Celia Harvey

CI, USA

Co-Investigator

Erwin Palacios

CI, Colombia

Post-doc Researcher

Gisella Cruz

CIAT, Colombia

Post-doc Researcher

Carlos Torres Vitolas

University of Southampton

Post-doc Researcher

Simon Willcock

University of Southampton

Post-doc Researcher

Dalitso Kafumbata

Chancellor College, Malawi

The breadth of this research and the range of stakeholder involvement meant it was not
possible to speak to all of those with primary involvement, nor to include a full list of
stakeholders.

1.1. Contexts
This project was implemented in three contexts:
•

East Chilwa and Chingale, Malawi (Zomba West Plateau) – mostly deforested forestagriculture interface (FAI)

•

Lower Caquetá River, Colombian Amazon – onset of deforestation at FAI in communities
primarily characterised as indigenous (until recent migration)

•

Pucallpa, Peruvian Amazon – mixed use with higher levels of deforestation than
Colombia, and a mix of indigenous and immigrant communities

1.2. Ecosystems Services
•

Dryland/Pastoral

•

Forest/Woodland

•

Inland water

•

Agricultural/Cultivated

1.3. Disciplines
•

Geography

•

Health and nutrition

•

Agriculture economics

•

Ecology

•

Climate change
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•

Complex systems

•

Statistics

•

Mathematical modeling

•

Economics

•

Computer science

1.4. Summary of findings
The project is not yet completed, and the major summative findings are still in progress, with
over a dozen publications forthcoming in the next year. The overarching aim of ASSETS is to
enhance food security at the FAI. The complex dynamics between forest-dwelling communities
(often indigenous), mixed-livelihoods communities, and agricultural and commercial
communities are measured in three contexts where deforestation is in a different stage. The
overarching lessons that have emerged include:
•

Safe operating spaces for usage of natural resources at the FAI can be modelled and
extrapolated across different contexts and different stages of deforestation.

•

Policy-makers can use, and often value complex modelling systems for humanenvironmental impacts.

•

Well-positioned partners (particularly politically) can influence policy and drive research
into use.

•

Interdisciplinary research can achieve greater breadth of impact, as well as mitigating
risks where receptivity to change is unpredictable.

•

A semantic and orthogonalised definition of key variables is fundamental to modelling
complex systems and requires intensive interdisciplinary collaboration.

•

ES management depends on regulatory frameworks that account for livelihoods as well
as environmental impact (cf. charcoal value chain in Malawi).

•

Localised impacts require reflexivity and responsiveness to the needs of the local
communities.

•

Rigorous quantitative methods that account for human behaviour and livelihoods
suggest that the benefit of preserving forests in areas with already high deforestation is
limited compared to the more forested Amazonia contexts.

•

Human wellbeing and variable beliefs systems around land use, ownership and value of
natural resources can be accounted for in complex modelling systems, allowing for
greater understanding of divergent worldviews.

More specific contextualised findings are discussed in greater detail below, but the range of
field locations and diversity of individual findings by collaborators working on different aspects
of this project preclude the inclusion of all findings here.

2. Activities
2.1. Conceptual work
ASSET’s conceptual work relates primarily to the ARIES modelling platform. One of the primary
conceptual activities involved the development of a semantic ontology of all the variables and
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key concepts in the modelling of complex systems. This is a structured definition of terms in a
way that properly links their potential relationships.

2.2. Methods
The project employed qualitative and quantitative methods, including food diaries, household
surveys, and qualitative data collection around the contribution of ES to well-being with a focus
on food security and nutritional health. The modelling platform ARIES, one of the outputs of
the research, also builds on other modelling paradigms from simple environmental models to
LPJ-GUESS ‘Dynamic Global Vegetation Models’.12

2.3. Demonstration work
The research activities for this project did not include demonstration work.

2.4. Interdisciplinary activities
Interdisciplinary activities were integral throughout this research. They included close
collaboration between teams of social scientists, natural scientists, and complex systems
scientists regarding data collection for the participatory research and the household surveys,
which were undertaken in Malawi, Colombia and Peru.

3. Outputs
3.1. Published articles
The following table summarises and situates several of the primary publications emerging from
the research, including the Impact Factor (IF) of the Journals and the number of times cited.
The citations are derived from Google scholar, and where available, the IF has been taken
directly from the journal’s website.
Summary

IF

Cit
ed
by

Explanation important
citations

A methodology for adaptable and robust ecosystem services assessment. Villa et al.
2014
This paper argues that ecosystems
services research is currently limited by
simplistic research methods, onerous
requirements on practitioners, and a
‘one-model-fits-all' approach. It
introduces a new methodology - Artificial
Intelligence for Ecosystem Services
(ARIES) - that aims to improve the
modelling of ecosystem services and to

12

3.23

46

An impactful paper cited by
almost 25 cited papers. The
most significant citation is a
paper in Ecology and Society
that mapped beneficiaries in
ecosystems services (20
citations). Also significant
was a paper on the use of
hydraulic modelling for

LPJ/ LPJmL modeling information can be found at: https://www.pikpotsdam.de/research/projects/activities/biosphere-water-modelling/lpjml
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facilitate improved and simplified
assessment of ecosystems services on
the ground. The article describes how
ARIES uses computer learning to build
customised models for real-world
situations and discusses how these
models can improve decision-making in
ecosystems services.

evidence-based decisionmaking (9 citations). There
is not yet evidence of
significant publications that
employ the ARIES model
developed in this paper.
However the model is cited
in a paper that compares
tools for ES management.

Food security in a perfect storm: using the ecosystem services framework to increase
understanding. Poppy et al. 2014
This paper argues that agro-ecosystems
are often considered as decoupled from
other natural ecosystems. It proposed
that in order to achieve sustainable
intensification of agriculture, the
ecosystem services framework should be
coupled with a policy response
framework. It describes the ES approach
as having three components:
understanding the spatial and temporal
scale of ES, disaggregation of
beneficiaries, and supporting the
negotiation of trade-offs between
demands of different ES users. It
presents a case study of an ecosystems
approach to food security in Malawi. It
argues that achieving food security
requires consideration of how agroecosystems interact with other
ecosystems to provide a variety of
services to humankind.

5.05

28

This research is cited in
papers that deal with
environmental and food
security. Most significant is
an early-stage working
paper produced by the
'Geoengineering Governance
Research Group' (21
citations). There are two
other noteworthy papers
that address new
perspectives on
environmental security (17
citations, by the same
authors) and food security
(15 citations).

New perspectives in ecosystem services science as instruments to understand
environmental securities. Villa et al. 2014
This research attempts to identify the
minimum level of detail that ES science
must achieve to provide useful
information regarding environmental
security. It discusses a recent
methodological innovation that moves
the ecosystem services framework
towards a better understanding of
environmental security in data-scarce
settings. The methodology is applied to a
case study relating to water security in
the semi-arid region of the Great Ruaha
river in Tanzania.
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This paper has achieved
relatively less significant
impact. The most significant
citation is the paper above
(a self-citation). The paper
is also cited by a
comparative analysis of
farming systems using an
ES model (6 citations) and
by a case study that uses
participatory research to
understand ecosystems
services in the Colombian
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amazon (5 citations, by the
same authors).
Riparian ecosystem resilience and livelihood strategies under test: lessons from Lake
Chilwa in Malawi and other lakes in Africa. Kafumbata et al. 2014
This paper reviews the importance of
African lakes with respect to food
security, livelihoods, economies, water
security and hydropower. It argues that
ES are under significant stress from
increasing populations, poverty, climate
variability, and unsustainable use. It
argues that lakes cannot sustain the
recent level of development and that
current management techniques are
insufficient to the challenges. It proposes
three small wetlands for testing novel
ideas on sustainable resource use.

5.05

4

The only citation of
significance is the paper
above (Poppy et al. 2014).

Analysis of ecosystem services provision in the Colombian Amazon using participatory
research and mapping techniques. Ramirez-Gomez et al. 2015
The authors conducted eight participatory
mapping activities and 22 focus group
discussions in order to understand
changes in the location and flows of ES in
the lower Caquetá River basin in
Colombia. The authors find that demand
for food and raw material in the last two
decades has changed provisioning areas
and flows of ES. Anecdotal evidence
suggests the changes correlate with
socioeconomic factors and decrease of
stocks of ES.

2.2
SJR

5

No significant citations

Quantifying and valuing ecosystem services: An application of ARIES to the San Pedro
River basin, USA. Bagstad et al. 2013
This book chapter describes the
application of Arterial Intelligence for
Ecosystem Services (ARIES) to the San
Pedro River watershed. The authors
developed and tested ARIES for five
locally important ecosystem services:
carbon storage, surface water supply,
aesthetic viewsheds, open space
proximity, and recreational values. They
quantify changes in the values of services
and discuss the future of ES for the
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region.
Spatial dynamics of ecosystem service flows: A comprehensive approach to quantifying
actual services. Bagstad et al. 2013
This paper presents a model for ES flow
quantification named ‘Service Path
Attribution Networks’ (SPAN) within the
ARIES project. It presents the conceptual
elements that support the model
including ‘rivalness’, flow route, and type
of service provision. Five
implementations of the model are
presented and the paper argues that the
resulting ‘flow maps’ can be used to
support decision-making.

6.25

96

This is a highly significant
paper, cited by 21 articles
with >10 citations. Most
notable is a 2013 paper that
develops a framework
combining ES with analysis
of climate change and
human well-being (117
citations). There are also
significant citations from
articles on ecosystem
management tools (86
citations), the spatial
ecology of ES (54 citations),
and a paper on ecosystem
services modelling (45
citations).

IF = Impact factor of the Journal in which the article was published (which equals the average
number of citations of articles in that journal within the last 2 years)
SJR = SCImago Journal Rank is an alternative IF rating which is a quantitative and qualitative
measure of the journal’s impact, using an algorithm similar to Google page rank. This is used
due to IF not being available, possibly due to the journal not having sufficient length of
publication history (IF requires 2 years).

3.2. Academic influence
The academic influence of the ASSETS project is far-reaching. It has already begun to achieve
a wide range of academic publications (and has planned over a dozen more for imminent
completion) across numerous disciplines: from modelling and complex systems sciences, to
food security and nutrition studies and forest management.
The following diagrams demonstrate the footprint of key journal articles, giving a comparable
representation of the number of citations of several selected papers (repeated in each project
exemplification). The size of the grey and coloured circles represents the number of times the
corresponding article has been cited. On the left hand side of each diagram is the title of the
journal that the main paper (in grey) was published in. The size of the white circle represents
the average number of times the papers in the corresponding journal have been cited. The
coloured circles show a selection of key articles that cite the main paper, and their relevant
discipline. Where circles overlap, this represents overlapping disciplines.
The number of citations of different papers can be directly compared within each sector area.
However, the set of diagrams are not proportional as an entire set, so cannot be compared
across all papers. For each sector, an example of the number of citations represented by the
first circle is given.
The three most widely cited ASSETS publications are described below. The size of each circle
reflects the relative academic impact of the paper. For example, the impact factor for journal
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‘Ecosystem Services’ is 6.25, but the Bagstad et al. (2013) article has 96 citations (thus the
grey circle is 16 times bigger than the white), including Wu (2013) which itself has 86
citations. The relationship between the papers and the disciplines within which they are
published, as well as their relative impact, and the impact of citing papers (as judged purely by
numbers of citations) is considerable, and contextualises the work within the relevant fields.
The diagrams demonstrate the relatively high impact level of all the main papers, given that
the number of citations of the main paper is significantly higher than the average number of
citations for the journals they are published in, for almost all papers. It also clearly
demonstrates the papers that have had significant reach through articles citing the paper that
have themselves been widely cited, in a variety of areas and disciplines.
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3.3. Communication activities
In addition to publishing articles in academic journals, the ASSETS team produced articles for
internal Southampton University publications (where many of the collaborators are based).
Other communication activities have been led by implementing partners and collaborators in
the research sites, particularly through other media. At least three Malawian television
programmes have interviewed ASSETS team members or discussed the research.

3.4. Knowledge Exchange
Knowledge Exchange contributions can take many forms, but this section focuses on the
knowledge exchange that occurs through conferences and presentations, as this is one of the
most common areas of knowledge exchange. The outcomes of these knowledge exchange
activities cannot be specifically linked to the papers or presentations, but these partial
examples of engagement point to the connections made in knowledge exchange.
Due to the large numbers of collaborators and the scale of interdisciplinary work, the number
of knowledge exchange activities has been particularly significant for this project. We have
therefore summarised this in the below table.
Date

Conference
Paper/presentation

Description of the contribution

20-Jan-2016

ASSETS: Example of Results of
Participatory Rural Appraisal
and Mapping in the lower
Caquetá River Basin, Colombia

Poster presented at the 16th FoodEnergy-Water Nexus conference
organized by the U.S. National
Council for Science and the
Environment in Arlington, Virginia.

29-Jun-2015

Achieving food and
environmental security - new
approaches to close the gap

Scientific discussion meeting coorganised by Professor Guy Poppy
at the Royal Society of London

27-Jun-2015

Integrated landscape
management for biodiversity
conservation, ecosystem
services and human wellbeing: A Conservation
Organization's Perspective

Presentation and discussion
facilitating inter-sectoral
knowledge exchange, allowing
conservationist perspectives to
feed back into academic arena.

27-Jun-2015

Ecosystem services in the
Colombian Amazon through a
gender lens

Presentation and discussion with
additional interdisciplinary inputs
from gender studies specialists –
sharpened social science input

27-Jun-2015

Spatial analysis of ecosystem
services provision in the
Colombian Amazon using
participatory research and GIS

Presentation, discussion and
questions from the audience
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27-Jun-2015

Meetings with leaders of
indigenous communities living
in the region of La Pedrera

ASSETS Co-PI Miroslav Honzák
met with leaders of indigenous
communities living in the area of
La Pedrera, Colombia. These
meetings created enabling
conditions for conducting research
in the region.

27-Jun-2015

A roadmap to domain specific
programming languages for
environmental modelling: Key
requirements and concepts

Presentation at the 2013 ACM
workshop on Domain Specific
Modelling. Specialist knowledge
exchange within a highly technical
context

26-Feb2014

Ecosystem and livelihood
resilience: Lessons from Lake
Chilwa recession in Malawi

Presentation on the history of the
Lake Chilwa recession, future
scenarios and ways to deal with
them.

09-Oct-2015

The contribution of ecosystem
services to local level health
and nutritional well-being of
the rural poor in Malawi

Presentation and discussion at the
first food and nutrition conference
in Malawi

8-Sep-2014

Spatial analysis of ecosystem
services provision in the
Colombian Amazon using
participatory research and GIS

Presentation at the 7th
International Conference of the
Ecosystem Services Partnership in
Costa Rica

In addition to these knowledge exchange activities, this project has created links with existing
modelling and software projects. The ARIES platform can include modelling data and
interactions that have broad implications far beyond ES modelling. The relationship between
ARIES and Thinklab, and its broader relationship with a community of open-source software
development, has allowed the modelling software to develop within the context of good
software development practice.
Another significant area of collaboration and knowledge exchange is the partnership with CIAT
in Colombia, who were a key implementing and research partner with both local expertise and
important research capacity. The role of masters student researchers connected to CIAT, most
of whom published work in Spanish, may be explored for further impacts in the future, as they
progress in their research careers, as well as building on their earlier research. The project has
also leveraged non-ESPA funding for a large number of PhD students (5 associated with the
Malawi part of the project and 1 in Peru), as well as numerous MSc students.
Connections in Colombia were established through CI’s involvement on the ground with a
variety of stakeholders, including over 30 indigenous communities living in the lower Caquetá
River Basin in the Colombian Amazon. CI also works closely with dozens of local research and
academic institutions and local NGO partners, including Universidad Nacional de Colombia,
Instituto Amazónico de Investigaciones Científicas (SINCHI), among others. In addition, it has
close relationships with policy-making bodies such as the Ministry of Environment and the
National Planning Department (DNP).
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4. Impact Pathways
A description of the matrix analysis is provided in Chapter 1, Section 5. The matrix identifies
the areas of greatest impact, highlighted in green. Areas where impact is not as clearly
demonstrated are highlighted in orange.
Awareness of
importance of ES

Knowledge of ES
management

Practice in managing ES

Influencing Policy

Ministers and key
decision-makers
have been made
more aware of ES
through participation
on the advisory
board.

New policies have
been made in
relation to charcoal
regulations, drafted
through policy
workshops in forest
management, and
nutrition (Malawi).

Use of the ARIES
modelling platform (which
is almost complete) is
eagerly anticipated by
implementing partners in
government and
conservation bodies.

Operationalizing
best practice in
ES management

The implementing
partners are not
currently focused on
operationalizing ES
frameworks.

Local engagement
has primarily focused
on data collection.
New ES policies are
not yet reaching the
regional and local
levels.

The ARIES modelling tool
is most likely to be used at
a high level but can also
be useful operationally. In
addition, some of the
methodological tools (ie
food diaries in semiliterate communities) have
helped to operationalize
monitoring principles.

Impacting local
community use

The process of
collecting data
through household
surveys and food
diaries, and
subsequent
participatory work,
has led to on-going
sensitization
activities.

The implementing
partners came into
the project with a
relatively high
degree of knowledge
of ES. The extent of
capacity building was
not clearly
demonstrated.

Demonstration work in
local communities,
particularly in Amazonia,
is reflexive and led by the
implementing partners,
awaiting further input from
ARIES.

4.1. Emergent
The ARIES modelling platform does not yet have an operational user-interface. In addition,
many of the policy impacts of this project are still emerging. These are primed to range from
awareness raising, to implementation of new policies, to the on-going refinement and
monitoring of existing policies. In some cases, most notably Malawi, the processes for
incorporating the findings and results of the research into policy are already in motion. The
government ministries of education, health and nutrition are incorporating policy
recommendations.
In addition to these large-scale emergent impacts, a number of direct impacts have also come
out of the research. For example, policy makers have responded to the work of researcher
Harriet Smith (whose work involved the same ASSETS field sites, and built on the research
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base) on the charcoal value chain in Malawi by reviewing policies that criminalise the charcoal
value chain (particularly transporters) and highlighting the significance of charcoal-based
livelihoods in the development of a new Malawi Charcoal Strategy.13 Additionally, DFID has
recognised the relevance of this case to the charcoal sector. A regional approach to woodlands
and charcoal - as a key livelihood opportunity for certain segments of society - is beginning to
influence DFID policy in this area14. The work is also poised to make a significant contribution
towards Malawi REDD+ Corruption Risk Assessment with particular respect to why corruption
happens in the charcoal value chain. The Corruption Risk Assessment is being undertaken
within the USAID-funded PERFORM (Protecting Ecosystems and Restoring Forests in Malawi)
Project, according to Malawian collaborator Dalitso Kafumbata.
Co-investigator Nyovani Madise highlights “the impact that the social sciences work is having,
especially enabling us to understand coping strategies and the lived realities of these people at
the forest-agricultural interface”; Madise reports, for example, that the food diaries produced
as part of this project significantly influenced members of government.

4.2. Anticipated
The largest anticipated impact of ASSETS is in the use of the ARIES modelling system to
inform policy decisions in a broad range of contexts and for a broad range of humanenvironmental ecosystem interactions. It is difficult to anticipate currently how widely the
modelling platform will be used, except that key stakeholders around the world (including the
field research sites) have expressed interest in ARIES. For example, the Ministry of Gender in
Malawi has already made use of the data underlying this system for decision making on social
cash transfer projects in Zomba district. Preparing political partners for data-based decisionmaking has paved the way for ARIES usage.
On-going use clearly will depend upon factors other than ARIES accuracy and effectiveness in
modelling interactions between different actors. Political realities, and the broader enabling
environment around ecosystems management, will affect the extent to which ARIES is used for
decision-making. In particular, use of ARIES is likely to depend on the extent to which
decision-making is devolved and the ways in which stakeholders understand the complexity of
changes taking place. Nevertheless, seen through the perspectives of modelling power or
relevance, this tool exceeds any other ES management tool currently available.
ARIES presents a step change in the capacity of non-experts to engage with complex humanenvironmental interactions in ecosystems. The extent to which ARIES will change the
accessibility of highly complex modelling can hardly be exaggerated: it is anticipated that the
tool will lead to seminal shifts in policy-making frameworks and ES management processes.
The contribution of lead PI Fernando Villa, who has led the ARIES component of ASSETS, and
has written the majority of its source code, can hardly be exaggerated. While the project is not
yet completed, it will soon be integrated with a user-friendly web interface which can be
accessed by non-specialists.
Miroslav Honzák, one of the project’s PIs, anticipates that “CI’s close relationships with policymaking bodies such as the Ministry of Environment and the National Planning Department

13

from conversation with Prof Sosten Chiotha, University of Malawi
Reference to this is in the LTSI scoping study found at
http://www.ltsi.co.uk/project/scoping-study-for-a-potential-new-dfid-programmemiomboforests-livelihoods-and-climate-resilient-landscapes
further confirmation of the influence of Smith’s research on charcoal value chains on DFID
thinking on this ecosystem resource was related verbally by Prof Poppy, Prof Chiotha and Dr
Hudson.
14
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(DNP) will, based on the project’s findings, lead to inclusion of relevant policies on ecosystem
services into regional development plans for the Colombian Amazon”.

4.3. Enabling environments
ASSETS has benefited from an enabling environment that was created through previous
studies and work on complexity and non-linearity in ES decision-making. ASSETS’ own
contribution to the enabling environment will largely occur though its implementation. In
addition, other communications activities from the ASSETS project will contribute to general
awareness of the priority of ES management.
Political realties in the field research locations have meant that ES management is already high
on the political agenda. In Colombia and Peru, upcoming elections, and the role of indigenous
communities, have meant that ES at the forest-agriculture interface is a hot topic that is taken
seriously by political candidates and in political debates. In Malawi, an agrarian society, the
agriculture minister’s involvement in the project has been highly influential, as 80% of the
population are small-scale farmers. Further involvement by the Education Minister has raised
the potential to place ES approaches within school curricula, to raise long-term awareness and
capacity building in ES. Moreover, the appearance of members of the ASSETS team on
Malawian television has taken ASSETS’ work into the national climate change debate. In each
of the cases above, the work of ASSETS has influenced not only policy and implementation of
ES, but has also informed the broader debate and enabling environment around ES
management.

5. Analysis and Conclusions
At the outset, the ASSETS team aimed to achieve high-level impact on food security and
nutritional health at the FAI. Achieving impact at scale across three field research countries,
and informing FAI ecosystems globally, was incredibly ambitious. Such an impact must be
measured on a timescale of years and decades, not yet elapsed.
It is not yet possible to clearly demonstrate impact on food security or nutrition. Nevertheless,
a framework for addressing the impending ‘perfect storm’ (Beddington 2009) of food, water
and energy shortages has emerged from the research. The work links an ES framework and
DPSIR policy response framework that may “allow food security to be delivered alongside
healthy ecosystems” (Poppy et al 2014). The placement of PIs, both academically and
politically, presents a wide range of opportunities for impact in research and practice.
Several areas of good practice have emerged from this project. First, the formation of an
interdisciplinary team has brought together expertise across a range of fields and experience,
including practical policy influence and software tool development. The PIs, Professor Poppy,
Professor Chiotha and Professor Villa, amongst others, stand out as a clear example of the
benefits of bringing together diverse expertise to change ES policy and practice.
This project and its leaders have been particularly attuned to the potential for impact. They
have enjoyed the fortunate position of building on the strengths of previous projects.
According to PI Professor Chiotha, the legacy of previous work has whet the appetite of key
stakeholders within government for the ASSETS project and approach. The project also
exemplifies the importance of identifying and acting on opportunities for impact as they arise,
(such as within the charcoal value chain) even when additional funding is required.
The ASSETS team is a large interdisciplinary team based in seven countries and using several
languages. One of the inherent challenges is communication. Disruption was minimised
through consistent catch-up meetings, regular meetings with stakeholders, and colocation of
many of the researchers at Southampton University, including at least one representative from
each different discipline, ensuring that communications could be cascaded up and down within
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the disciplinary groups. This pro-active and consistent approach should be considered by other
large teams working across multiple disciplines, especially ensuring that disciplines and
researchers at the margins are not excluded, as one social scientist researcher cautioned.
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Negotiating Trade-offs
Making Informed Choices about Ecosystem Services for
Poverty Alleviation (9/2010 – 11/2012)

1. Project Overview
This project is premised on the observation that ecosystem management frequently involves
difficult decisions and trade-offs. Trade-offs can occur between different types of ES, such as
climate regulation, provision of water or forest products, and between different stakeholders,
who may have competing claims and concerns in relation to ES management. They also occur
at varying spatial and temporal scales – for example, between current and future users of ES,
or between different stakeholders or ecosystems at local, national, regional or global levels.
The aim of this project was to generate new knowledge and understanding of the ways in
which such trade-offs are managed and negotiated – whether between services or between
stakeholders – in order to improve the quality of policy and management of the political
economy of ES. To do this, the project team explored these trade-offs in a number of specific
local contexts, with an in-depth analysis of how such negotiations are managed and decisions
are made.
These observations were used to construct a grounded framework that documents the political
economy of negotiations over resource use, which will ultimately help policy makers develop
better strategies for pro-poor ecosystem management.15

Partners
Position

Name

Affiliation

Lead PI

Dr Bhaskar Vira

University of Cambridge

Co-Investigator

Professor Bill Adams

University of Cambridge

Co-Investigator

Mr Chetan Agarwal

Winrock International India

Co-Investigator

Dr Shrinivas Badiger

Ashoka Trust for Research in
Ecology and the
Environment (ATREE)

Co-Investigator

Dr Jagdish Krishnaswamy

ATREE

Project management

Satya Prasanna

N/A

Research Associate

Dr Chetan Kumar

University of Cambridge

15

Summarised from http://www.espa.ac.uk/projects/ne-i003924-1
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Research Assistant

Vijay Guleria

N/A

Research Assistant

Iswargouda Patil

ATREE

Research Assistant

Sheetal Sapehia

N/A

Intern

Ipsita Herlekar

ATREE

Intern

Ajay Manohar Kalal

ATREE

1.1. Contexts
The two projects sites are located in forest-hydrological-urban landscapes in India.
The first, Belgaum district in Karnataka in the Western Ghats, is a region of high ecological
importance, which is facing pressure on land and water use, and from mining. It was the
location of a two-year study undertaken by the Ashoka Trust for Research in Ecology and the
Environment (ATREE), who gathered data on socio-economic and ecological relationships. A
baseline mapping of the catchment area investigated the feasibility of payments for ES (PES).
They concluded that conditions were not appropriate for the implementation of PES.16
The second study site is Palampur district in Himachal Pradesh in the Western Himalayas,
India. This was the site of the Palampur Water Governance Initiative, a PES scheme through
which the Municipal Council of Palampur paid residents of Bohal village to maintain springfriendly practices in the catchment area of the Bohal spring, in order to ensure the supply of
drinking water to Palampur town (Agarwal et al. 2007, cited in Vira et al. 2012). Monitoring of
this PES scheme has continued through to the project team’s new grant (Interview with
Bhaskar Vira).
Through their follow-on project, ‘The Political Economy of Water Security, Ecosystem Services
and Livelihoods in the Western Himalayas’, the project team are now working in six small
towns across two Indian states, and in the Himalayan region of Nepal. This project is studying
the range of ES flowing from these areas to meet the needs of local and non-local
stakeholders, and the synergies and trade-offs associated with water use and management in
each area.

1.2. Ecosystems Services
•

Forest/woodland

•

Water supply: lakes, springs and rivers

•

Enhancing Biodiversity

1.3. Disciplines
•

Geography

•

Political Economy

•

Ecology

16

http://www.geog.cam.ac.uk/research/projects/negotiatingtradeoffs/about.html
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•

Ecosystem management

•

Conservation

•

Sustainable development

•

Hydrology

1.4. Summary of findings
This project has sought to understand the trade-offs and synergies involved in decision-making
about the use of ES. Key findings include:
•

ES interventions frequently involve trade-offs. Trade-offs may occur between different
users and stakeholders, or over time. Short-term demands on ES may also affect longterm provision of these or other services. For example, interventions designed to
restrict resource exploitation in order to protect or generate ES generally involve some
loss of livelihoods for some groups. Trade-offs may undermine development goals or
negatively affect the most marginalised members of society.

•

Analysts and policymakers tend to neglect the trade-offs and potential losses associated
with the supply of ES, which may lead to unrealistic expectations, inequitable outcomes
and unresolved conflict.

•

Assessments can make trade-offs explicit but are often unable to provide guidance on
how to reconcile them. The negotiation and decision-making process around trade-offs
is insufficiently understood.

•

Further research is needed on the broader political economy of decision-making around
ES and trade-offs, and the distributional consequences of particular policy choices.

•

The project benefitted from the involvement of local partners with a long-term research
engagement in the project sites.

This project has looked closely at the scope for incorporating ES-based thinking into policy and
practice in India. Key findings relating to the Indian context include:
•

The current emphasis on ES in India is predominantly focused on understanding the
biophysical aspects of ES provision and on economic valuation of services. The
importance of trade-offs in ES interventions is not adequately recognised.

•

Most ES interventions in India lead to a loss of livelihoods and development
opportunities for at least some individuals and groups. These trade-offs are rarely made
explicit or systematically evaluated in advance.

•

Examples from India are used to demonstrate the trade-offs that might occur between
the interests of different groups and stakeholders, and across different scales. For
example, watershed development programmes in India often benefit landholders while
harming landless people, particularly herders and women (Kerr 2002 cited in Vira et al.
2012). Key challenges associated with managing trade-offs in watershed programmes
include uneven distribution of benefits and costs of technical interventions, multiple and
conflicting uses of natural resources, multiple and overlapping property rights regimes
and the difficulty of encouraging social groups to organise around a spatial unit defined
by hydrology (Kerr 2006 in Vira et al. 2012).
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2. Activities
2.1. Conceptual work
This project moves away from a focus on ‘win-win’ ES interventions and towards an explicit
acknowledgement of the losses and trade-offs for some stakeholders. It highlights the
intimately political nature of ES interventions, the risk of inequitable outcomes, and the
potential failure of ES interventions if they ignore the losses that may arise.
This research project has developed frameworks for analysing the complex trade-offs
associated with ES interventions for different stakeholders. It also addresses the processes
involved in negotiating these trade-offs.

2.2. Methods
The project used a process of expert-led modelling of ecological and socio-economic dynamics,
alongside an engagement with ‘lay’ perspectives from local stakeholders. Expert and
participatory models of the local socio-ecological system were developed using software for
systems dynamic modelling. These models were then used in a series of workshops, in order to
engage local stakeholders in a dialogue about trade-offs and choices. Findings from modelling
exercises and stakeholder workshops were used to analyse the ways in which decisions are
made in specific contexts.17
The research relied on existing datasets on water usage and flows, gathered and compiled by
local university student researchers in hydrology in Nepal and India.

2.3. Demonstration work
A series of workshops were held in both Belgaum and Palampur districts in order to understand
expert and local stakeholders’ perceptions of trade-offs, winners and losers, and the wider
political economy of decision-making.
In Belgaum district, a local stakeholder workshop was attended by 60 local villagers in 2011.
In 2012, a workshop brought together experts including social and biophysical scientists and
representatives from government agencies.
In Palampur district, process meetings, including a transect joint-walk, were facilitated
between the Village Forest Development Society (VFDS) and the Municipal Council of
Palampur. In 2012, six meetings were held with local villagers with the aim of understanding
the situation before and after the PES agreement, focusing particularly on the choices made by
local villagers to sign the PES agreement. The meetings were attended by fifty women, men
and committee members involved in the PES agreement. In addition, a workshop was held
with local decision makers in Palampur, which focused on the challenges of implementing PES,
and lessons learned since the PES agreement had been negotiated. It was attended by office
bearers of the Municipal Council of Palampur, Himachal Pradesh Forest Department officials
and local NGO representatives who facilitated the implementation of the PES agreement.18

2.4. Interdisciplinary activities
Interdisciplinarity has been a key strength of this project. Members of the project team have
experience in a range of academic disciplines, including conservation, ecology, geography,
17
18

3924 Research Proposal Proforma
Negotiating Trade-offs, ESPA project documentation
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development studies, political economy, public policy, hydrology, forest management, earth
systems sciences, and biostatistics.
PI Dr Vira also highlighted that the ESPA directorate has created opportunities to cross-fertilise
ideas between different projects. Project members attended an ESPA workshop bringing
together grantees working on similar issues, and a workshop on poverty issues. Dr Vira spoke
at a Symposium on Social Justice and Ecosystem Services in London organised as part of the
ESPA project, 'Just Ecosystem Management’.

3. Outputs
3.1. Published articles
The following table summarises and situates several of the primary publications emerging from
the research, including the Impact Factor (IF) of the Journals and the number of times cited.
The citations are derived from Google scholar, and where available, the IF has been taken
directly from the journal’s website.
Summary

IF

Cited
by

Explanation important citations

Negotiating Trade-offs: Choices about Ecosystem Services for Poverty Alleviation. Vira et al.
2012. Economic and Political Weekly.
This paper considers how the ES
approach can be applied in natural
resource management in India. It
argues that approaches must
understand and account for the politics
of natural resource management and
use. It discusses the synergies and
trade-offs that affect pro-poor
approaches to resource management.

0

9

Cited by one notable paper on
rights-based approaches to the
environment and conservation
in 'Land Use Policy', with a
particular focus on forest
management (18 citations).
Also cited in an interesting case
study on community forests in
the Nepal Himalaya (8
citations).

Creating win-wins from trade-offs? Ecosystem services for human well-being: A metaanalysis of ecosystem service trade-offs and synergies in the real world. Howe et al. 2014.
Global Environmental Change.
The authors argue that creating win-win
outcomes in ES requires further
understanding of the biophysical,
economic and social factors that must
be addressed. The authors analysed 92
case studies from the literature and
created a database of 231 actual or
potential trade-offs or synergies
identified in the case studies. The
authors report trade-offs are recorded
three times more frequently than
synergies. They argue that it is
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5.09

27

This paper draws interest from
a relatively wide variety of
fields from poverty alleviation,
to human well-being, to
management of specific
resources. For example, it is
cited by a paper that presents
a social assessment of ES in
two semi-arid watersheds in
southern Spain (11 citations).
Other interesting citations are
a paper on evidence-based
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important to approach ES management
with an understanding of the factors
that lead to trade-offs from the outset.

decision making for ES (10
citations), and a similar paper
linking biodiversity and wellbeing (11 citations)

IF = Impact factor of the Journal in which the article was published (which equals the average
number of citations of articles in that journal within the last 2 years)
Two additional papers, described as “currently under revision”, were anticipated but have not
been published to date:
(i) Vira, Kumar, Agarwal, Adams and Hope (2013) “Negotiating ecosystem services:
making payment for ecosystem services work in the western Himalayas, India”
(ii) Vira, Badiger, Kumar and Hope (2013) “‘Expert’ and ‘local’ perception of ecosystem
services: need for convergence of knowledge paradigms”

3.2. Academic influence
The following diagrams demonstrate the footprint of key journal articles, giving a comparable
representation of the number of citations of several selected papers (repeated in each project
exemplification). The size of the grey and coloured circles represents the number of times the
corresponding article has been cited. On the left hand side of each diagram is the title of the
journal that the main paper (in grey) was published in. The size of the white circle represents
the average number of times the papers in the corresponding journal have been cited. The
coloured circles show a selection of key articles that cite the main paper, and their relevant
discipline. Where circles overlap, this represents overlapping disciplines.
The number of citations of different papers can be directly compared within each sector area.
However, the set of diagrams are not proportional as an entire set, so cannot be compared
across all papers. For each sector, an example of the number of citations represented by the
first circle is given.
The two most widely cited Negotiating Trade-offs publications are described below. The size of
each circle reflects the relative academic impact of the paper. For example, the impact factor
for journal ‘Global Environmental Change’ is 5.09, but the Howe et al. (2014) article has 27
citations (thus the grey circle is significantly bigger than the white). The relationship between
the papers and the disciplines within which they are published, as well as their relative impact,
and the impact of citing papers (as judged purely by numbers of citations) is noteworthy, and
contextualises the work within the relevant fields.
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3.3. Communication activities
ESPA team members have conducted workshops with a range of stakeholders. In Belgaum, a
local stakeholder workshop was conducted in December 2011 with the aim of understanding
local perceptions of ES, changes in the past two decades and interventions to protect or
enhance the flows of those ES. Sixty local villagers attended the workshop from six villages
selected for the study in the Western Ghats site.
In 2012, six workshops were held with 50 men and women from local villages in the Palampur
site in the Himalayas, including participants in the PES agreement. The workshops aimed to
understand the pre- and post-PES agreement situation, particularly focussing on local villagers’
choices to sign the PES agreement.
In addition, a workshop of local decision makers – including representatives of the Municipal
Council of Palampur, Himachal Pradesh Forest Department officials and local NGOs who
facilitated the implementation of PES - was organised in Palampur in February 2012. The
workshop focussed on challenges of implementing PES and lessons learned from the period
since the PES agreement was negotiated.
Members of this research team have been invited to make presentations to national, regional
and international panels or committees on the policy relevance of their work on a number of
occasions. Dr Badiger presented at the Brainstorming Workshop on Land Use Policy for the
Western Ghats, organised by the Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore and the Western Ghats
Ecology Expert Panel (WGEEP) in Bangalore in 2011. Also in 2011, Mr Agarwal undertook a
number of presentations, including to the Forest Department in Himachal Pradesh on the ESPA
project, and the scope of PES in Shimla, Himachal Pradesh. Dr Vira has participated in a
workshop on research priorities for the Western Himalayas, and in two ESPA-organised panels
in 2012.
An expert workshop was held in Bangalore in 2012 with 25 experts, including social and
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biophysical scientists. The aim was to engage with experts about their perspectives on the
important ecosystem services, major threats and possible intervention strategies to protect
them.

3.4. Knowledge Exchange
Local field-based staff in both the Himalayas and Western Ghats sites were trained in tools and
techniques for the assessment of the biophysical characteristics and socio-economic values of
ES. The project team sought to build the capacity of local practitioners for designing and
undertaking ecosystem assessments using mixed methods approaches.

4. Impact Pathways
A description of the matrix analysis is provided in Chapter 1, Section 5. The matrix identifies
the areas of greatest impact, highlighted in green. Areas where impact is not as clearly
demonstrated are highlighted in orange.
Awareness of
importance of ES

Knowledge of ES
management

Practice in managing ES

Influencing Policy

Raised regional policymakers’ awareness of
PES issues and tradeoffs in water access for
regional policy makers
in W. Ghats

Legal issues around
water usage and the
interactions between
commercial and
private usage

No evidence of
implementing feedback
loops for refining and
adapting policy according
to dynamic ES
management needs

Operationalizing
best practice in
ES management

Awareness of need for
operationalizing ES
management practices
raised in water-use
committees

Operationalising ES
frameworks for
negotiating trade-offs
with local water use
committees

No evidence of practical
tools, methods and
metrics for monitoring ES
management.

Impacting local
community use

Local sensitization of
communities to the
impacts of community
water use throughout
the watershed

Capacity of local
communities for
negotiating water use
trade-offs enhanced

Demonstration work on
sustainable water use and
recognition of trade-offs

4.1. Policy
The project’s local partners have long-term experience of working with Indian policy-makers.
ESPA researchers have been invited to make presentations to national, regional and
international panels or committees on the policy relevance of this work.19
Dr Agarwal was invited to join the technical committee on Green India Mission, hosted by the
Government of India. He also provided input to the Report of the Committee to Formulate
Objective Parameters for Identification of Inviolate Forest Areas, Ministry of Environment and
Forests, of the Government of India.
Shrinivas Badiger and Jagdish Krishnaswamy were invited to input into the Western Ghats

19

Negotiating Trade-offs, ESPA project documentation
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Ecology Expert Panel, Ministry of Environment and Forests.
Dr Vira was invited to a briefing to the International Parliamentary Conference on the
Millennium Development Goals, titled ‘Reaching for 2015: Governance, Accountability and the
Role of the Parliamentarian’, hosted by the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association UK in the
Houses of Parliament in 2011. Dr Vira was able to share findings from the project with a group
of high-level Parliamentarians from across the Commonwealth.
He was also part of an ESPA-organised briefing for the All-Party Parliamentary Group for
International Development & the Environment in 2012. The subject of the meeting was 'How
Ecosystem Services are tackling climate change and alleviating poverty'. Dr Vira also
presented the research to US-based scholars at Yale University, as part of the Yale Himalaya
Forum in 2012. He also joined the IUFRO-hosted Global Forest Expert Panel on Biodiversity,
Forest Management and REDD+.

4.2. Practice
During the data collection phase of the project, a number of workshops and meetings were
held with government agencies, local NGOs and researchers with the aim of raising awareness
about the political economy of negotiation, decision-making and choices about trade-offs and
synergies in the use of ES. An outcome of this was the creation of a network of people,
including experts and policy actors, who, as a result of this sensitisation, have an
understanding of the importance of a political economy approach to the application of ES for
poverty alleviation. The network can contribute to local and national level ES project
developments.
Five of the project’s team members are associated with ATREE, a research institution based in
India. ATREE’s mission is to promote socially just environmental conservation and sustainable
development by generating interdisciplinary knowledge that engages actively with academia,
policy makers, practitioners, activists, students and wider public audiences.20 Implementing
partner ATREE is implementing two projects in the Malaprabha basin, which are informed by
the ESPA research: 1) Adaptation of Irrigated Agriculture to Climate Change (February 2013 –
January 2016); and 2) Impacts of Forestation on Water Cycle and Hydrologic Services in the
Western Ghats: Response of Forests and Agro-ecosystems to Extreme Rainfall Event
(January/2012 – December/2014).21
Dr Vira is closely involved with the Cambridge Conservation Initiative (CCI), a collaboration
between the University of Cambridge and internationally-facing biodiversity conservation
organisations in the area with an explicit focus on interdisciplinarity. He and other members of
the project team have contributed to a CCI project on developing a tool kit for ‘Measuring and
monitoring ecosystem services at the site scale’. Dr Vira provided input on how to integrate
socio-economic considerations into a rapid appraisal for understanding better local service
benefits from the site.
The Uttarakhand floods in June 2013 raised the profile of these issues in the Himalayas, but
have also delayed the capacity of some local actors to look at the issues with a long-term
perspective rather than responding to the immediate crisis.

4.3. Use
This project has directly worked with end users through the “water use committees”,
grassroots groups of users. In Nepal, these are groups of end-users, who negotiate with other
20

ATREE, ‘Purpose’, http://www.atree.org/about/purpose

21

VIRA PFG Briefing, October 2013
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users on their own behalf for access to water. The project has been able to sensitize these
users regarding the important larger principles of trade-offs, as well as synergies that they
might not foresee (particularly in relation to other stakeholders with commercial interests, in
whom they might find a common adversary). Flooding has interrupted the measurement,
description and consolidation of these impacts. Conditions have also led to greater interest in
the need for a sustainable approach to PES at the local level.

5. Analysis and Conclusions
The 'Negotiating trade-offs' team has seen impact in its work directly with local communities
and government officials in small towns and their catchment areas on the ‘Political Economy of
Water Security, Ecosystem Services and Livelihoods in the Western Himalayas’ project. They
have explored the possibility for negotiating agreements that protect critical water zones from
negative impacts of upstream residents. They have also explored the possibility of
compensation-based mechanisms to offset costs associated with changes in resource and land
use by upstream communities. This impact on the process of negotiating trade-offs has
empowered local communities to gain greater water security in this area, and is part of an ongoing impact on water security in the region in a very practical way.
One of the emergent impacts of the research lies in the influence it appears to have had on a
diverse range of academic disciplines. The linked meta-analytical publication (Howe et al.
2014) has been influential in research from less closely related fields, such as: evidence-based
decision making, gender, human well-being, and hydropower. The impact and citation rate of
such systematic reviews tends to be felt particularly in interdisciplinary work, as collaborators
from allied disciplines can benefit from a meta-analytic overview such as this.
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Poverty and Ecology
Developing a new evolutionary approach (10/2010 - 7/13)

1. Project Overview
The ‘Poverty and Ecology’ project set out to provide a longer-term perspective on the complex
interactions between environmental change, ES, human activity and poverty in the Lower
Yangtze basin over several decades. It aimed to inform policy and sustainable management
strategies; for example, by providing local agencies with benchmark conditions for certain
ecological processes and services, such as soil erosion or water quality, that can be used as
targets.22
The research team compiled records for local indigenous knowledge, socio-economic data and
ecological change for the lower Yangtze basin as a whole and for four selected counties, two of
which had been the subject of previous research. They used information compiled from lake
sediments to fill the gap in data on regulating services over time.
Google Earth and Gapminder software were used to show other researchers, scientific advisors
and farmers the changes that the environment had already experienced and how it could
change in the future.
The project analysed the trends mathematically and statistically in order to evaluate the
sustainability of the current form of agricultural management. The PI and collaborators met
with academics, agencies and rural communities to discuss the implications of the results, how
the results compared with their own perceptions of change, and what might be the best
alternative futures to aim for.23
This work has contributed to the development of a framework for defining safe and just
operating spaces (ESPA EIRG grant), within which social needs can be met without surpassing
environmental ceilings, for application at a regional level, and a dedicated complex socialecological website in English and Mandarin (ESPA RIR grant).

Partners – at a glance
Position

Name

Affiliation

Lead PI

Professor John Dearing

University of Southampton

Co-Investigator

Professor Terry Dawson

University of Dundee

Co-Investigator

Professor Paul Sillitoe

Durham University

Co-Investigator

Mr Richard Treves

University of Southampton

22

2960 Research Proposal Proforma

23

summarised from http://www.espa.ac.uk/projects/ne-i002960-1
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Co-Investigator

Dr Xiangdong Yang

Nanjing Institute of
Geography and Limnology,
Chinese Academy of
Sciences

Co-Investigator

Dr Weiguo Zhang

Institute of Estuarine and
Coastal Research, East China
Normal University

Research Fellow

Dr Ke Zhang

University of Southampton

1.1. Contexts
The setting for this project was the Lower Yangtze basin in China, a historically fertile region
with a long trajectory of catastrophes caused by flood, famine and poor agricultural practice.
Intensive agriculture has boosted yields and increased GDP since the 1970s, but rural poverty
continues and the gap between rich and poor is growing (ESPA project factsheet, March 2013).
Intensive agricultural activity, including the use of pesticides and fertilisers, is negatively
impacting the ES upon which many farmers rely. There is already evidence for slope instability,
higher flood frequency and declining water quality (Dearing et al., 2012). The research
illuminates the need to set economic and developmental gains alongside concurrent losses in
biodiversity, and to understand how these systems are connected.

1.2. Ecosystems Services
•

Wildlife habitats

•

Freshwater

•

Food supply

•

Erosion regulation

1.3. Disciplines
•

Palaeoenvironments

•

Palaeolimnology

1.4. Summary of findings
Dearing and his team reconstructed proxy records for a range of regulating services in the
lower Yangtze basin, covering the last 200 years. These records were compared to
socioeconomic data such as population growth and GDP, in order to better understand the
complex, non-linear interactions between human activity and environmental degradation. Key
findings include:
•

Agricultural intensification, population growth and industrialisation have been
accompanied by significant environmental degradation, and regional land management
practices in eastern China are unsustainable (Dearing et al 2012; Zhang et al 2015).

•

Intensified agriculture, while reducing rural poverty, has accelerated the loss of
regulating services.

•

There is an unsustainable trade-off between short-term human activity to increase crop
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yields and accelerate rural development, and long-term damage to the natural
ecosystem services underpinning these yields, with devastating repercussions for
farmers’ future incomes.
•

Sediment quality, air quality and water quality all show steeply declining trends,
beginning in 1950, the mid-1950s and 1980, respectively. The sharp turning points
observed in these three areas suggest that regional ecological thresholds may have
been transgressed.

•

Certain ES have already reached a tipping point: the decline in water quality over the
last 40 years is so steep that the lakes may already have crossed a threshold beyond
which damage is irreversible.

•

Through their empirical study of a tipped lake ecosystem in SW China, the team
demonstrated that ‘flickering’ – a dramatic fluctuation between healthy and unhealthy
states – might be used to predict ecosystem collapse (Wang et al 2012).

•

In the lower Yangzte basin, an environmental Kuznet’s curve analysis (Zhang et al
2015) indicates that economic growth over the past 60 years has yet to decouple from
environmental degradation – a prerequisite for sustainable PA.

2. Activities
2.1. Conceptual work
The authors applied palaeoenvironmental methods – through which proxy data for different
ecological processes can be reconstructed - to ES research. They combined reconstructed
ecological records with socioeconomic data in order to map the relationship between
environmental degradation, and economic and population growth.
The findings of this project have contributed to the idea of ‘tipping points’ and ‘regime shifts’–
that, rather than a linear process of change and degradation in the environment caused by
human activity, gradual change may give way to a sudden, irreversible shift. Such shifts could
be forewarned through the study of long-term trends.
This work has emphasised the complex, nonlinear nature of ecosystem change and
environmental degradation, including the role of vulnerability and resilience. It warns against
the use of linear approaches to modelling. The findings underscore the need to use long-term
perspectives in order to determine ecosystem stability, and to identify tipping points.

2.2. Methods
Dearing and his team utilised naturally occurring palaeoenvironmental records to reconstruct
trends in ecological services, combining these with socioeconomic records in order to
understand the complex interactions between ecosystem change, environmental degradation
and social and economic activity.
To reconstruct records of regulating services, the team used two sets of lake sediment
sequences in the lower Yangtze basin from 1800 – 2006. They generated proxy records for
three regulating services: erosion regulation, water purification, and air quality regulation, and
for the provisioning service: genetic resources. Data from the two lake sites were averaged to
create regional curves for biodiversity, sediment regulation, soil stability, sediment quality,
water quality, and air quality over time. Authors then mapped socioenvironmental indicators
for regional land use, climate, population and GDP.
The particular contribution of this method to ES research is its ability to facilitate a long-term
perspective on the functioning of socio-ecological systems. Dearing (2013) identifies five key
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ways in which lake sediment studies can contribute to filling knowledge gaps in the ES agenda:
•

Quantifying the past and present roles of human activities in modifying the long-term
dynamics of biological, geochemical and climate systems

•

Assessing how social systems respond to multiple stressors

•

Providing a long term perspective for the study of complex systems behavior

•

Using the past as the means to set management targets for the future

•

Validating predictive models of future landscape change (Dearing 2013: 539).

2.3. Demonstration work
Some demonstration work was carried out with local farmers in the Yangtze basin alongside
the data collection, but this did not continue, due to the low capacity of the implementing
partners and local researchers, and low priority on this aspect of the work which seems to
have been short-lived. Due to language barriers of communicating with these stakeholders,
Professor Dearing had limited information about this, and other interviewees could not recall
any follow-up.

2.4. Interdisciplinary activities
The research included the collaboration of social scientists and natural scientists, with
leadership from Prof Dearing whose background in soil sediment analysis and limnology has
led him into climate science. The interdisciplinary activities seem to have been focused on the
communication activities around the outputs, as the technical nature of the quantitative data
could be expressed more clearly through scenario descriptions.

3. Outputs
3.1. Published articles
The following table summarises and situates several of the primary publications emerging from
the research, including the Impact Factor (IF) of the Journals and the number of times cited.
The citations are derived from Google scholar, and where available, the IF has been taken
directly from the journal’s website.
Summary

IF*

Ci
te
d
by

Explain important citations

Extending the timescale and range of ecosystem services through
paleoenvironmental analyses, exemplified in the lower Yangtze basin. Dearing et
al. 2012
This paper describes how proxy
lake sediment indicators, such as
soil stability and sediment
regulation, can be mapped to
ecosystem services categories.
The authors sequence lake
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This paper is cited in
important work relating to
biodiversity, paleolimnology,
ecology, ecosystems services,
human well-being and
poverty alleviation. Most
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sediment in China's Yangtze
basin and correlate it to
population figures,
socioeconomic indicators, and
climate records. They present
evidence that rapid economic
growth and population increases
are strongly coupled to
environmental degradation.

significant are papers on the
economics of water systems
and wetlands (83 citations),
geo-diversity in ecosystems
management (36 citations),
justice in ecosystems services
(38 citations), and poverty
alleviation in ecosystems
services (27 citations)

Flickering gives early warning signals of a critical transition to a eutrophic lake
state, Wang et al. 2012
Modelling of social-ecological
systems has previously
demonstrated slowing down or
flickering in signals ahead of
critical transitions. This paper
presents rare empirical evidence
of ‘flickering' alongside a
mathematical model of lakecatchment data. The results
indicate that large external
impacts may lead to flickering
signals that can be detected 1030 years ahead of a transition to
eutrophic lake conditions.

41.5

91

Cited in highly important and
widely referenced work on
tipping points and on
mathematical modelling of
complex biological systems.
It is referenced by a
paradigm informing paper on
planetary boundaries
published in Science (284
citations), a paper examining
state of the art mathematical
modelling of complex aquatic
systems (36 citations), and a
paper providing analysis of
tipping points in Nature
Climate Change (26
citations).

Why Future Earth needs lake sediment studies, Dearing 2013.
This paper argues that lakesegment records are important in
forecasting, observing and
configuring environmental
change. The author describes
how lake segment records can be
used to provide high-resolution
time-series data at a regional
level and over long time frames.
They argue this data is an
important contribution to the
‘Future Earth’ framework.

2.12

6

Cited in two noteworthy
papers on pollen
quantification in Europe (14
citations) and analysing the
collapse of Easter Island (9
citations).

Poverty alleviation strategies in eastern China lead to critical ecological
dynamics. Zhang et al. 2015
This paper discusses the tradeoffs between provisioning and
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regulating ecosystem services as
a means of assessing the
likelihood of sustainable
agriculture or ecological collapse.
The authors analyse 55 timeseries on social, economic and
ecological data in the Lower
Yangtze River Basin over 60
years. They observe the links
between ecological data and
social indicators including
economic growth, loss of
regulation, and regime shifts.
They argue that results point to a
progressive losses of resilience,
critical ecological dynamics and
the possibility of a regional
regime shift.

changes in ecosystem
services and well-being in
Bangladesh (4 citations) and
in historical records from
Europe, the US and China (2
citations)

Safe and just operating spaces for regional social-ecological systems. Dearing et
al. 2014.
This paper treats the extension
of Dearing’s work, on Safe
Operating spaces, and extends
the links between regional and
broader issues in socialecological systems, specifically in
water usage patterns.

5.1

40

This article was cited at a
much higher rate (40
citations) than the impact
factor of the journal (5.1).
Although it was funded by a
later ESPA grant, it is
included here as an example
of influential follow-on work.

IF = Impact factor of the Journal in which the article was published (which equals the average
number of citations of articles in that journal within the last 2 years)

3.2. Academic influence
The following diagrams demonstrate the footprint of key journal articles, giving a comparable
representation of the number of citations of several selected papers (repeated in each project
exemplification). The size of the grey and coloured circles represents the number of times the
corresponding article has been cited. On the left hand side of each diagram is the title of the
journal that the main paper (in grey) was published in. The size of the white circle represents
the average number of times the papers in the corresponding journal have been cited. The
coloured circles show a selection of key articles that cite the main paper, and their relevant
discipline. Where circles overlap, this represents overlapping disciplines.
The number of citations of different papers can be directly compared within each sector area.
However, the set of diagrams are not proportional as an entire set, so cannot be compared
across all papers. For each sector, an example of the number of citations represented by the
first circle is given.
The two most widely cited Poverty and Ecology publications are described below. The size of
each circle reflects the relative academic impact of the paper.
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The academic influence of Professor Dearing’s work is evident in the high rates of citation, and
in the highly influential journals in which he publishes. Described more holistically, the
reputation his work enjoys is owed to the rigorous quantitative approach, and the application
of those findings to fields outside his primary expertise with collaborators. The following two
papers reflect some of the breadth of papers which cite this work, alongside their influence.
The Steffen et al. (2015) article represents a particularly significant citing article (citing Wang
et al. (2012)), with 318 citations in a journal with a high IF. Dearing et al.’s 2012 paper is also
cited in a range of works of relevance to ES for PA. The most significant publication citing this
paper, as assessed by number of citations, is Russi et al.’s (2013) report on the ES values of
water and wetlands.
The academic impact of Professor Dearing’s research has been recognised in a number of
forums. Most notably, in 2014, he was awarded the Royal Geographical Society’s Murchison
Award ‘for publications contributing to the understanding of environmental change’.24

24

Royal Geographical Society, 2014 Medals and Awards,
http://www.rgs.org/AboutUs/Medals+and+awards/2014+medals+and+awards.htm
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3.3. Communication activities
Cartoons and visualisations were developed to demonstrate the way in which the data has
changed over time, and to convey the notion of crossing a threshold. Google Earth and
Gapminder software were used to visualise the data and to demonstrate past environmental
changes. Authors met with academics, rural communities and agencies to demonstrate and
discuss the results, and possible alternative futures. Farmers have given feedback on ways in
which communication could be improved.
Professor Dearing has given around 20 or 30 lectures on the topic, and has written two articles
for ‘The Conversation’. One piece, entitled ‘China farming boom has left ecosystems in danger
of total collapse’,25 was shared 122 times on Twitter and received 25,000 hits.
The research team’s paper on ES in the lower Yangtze basin was covered on The Economist’s
Science and Technology blog, Babbage,26 as well as on the University of Southampton’s

25

Dearing, J. (2015), ‘China farming boom has left ecosystems in danger of total collapse, The
Conversation, https://theconversation.com/china-farming-boom-has-left-ecosystems-indanger-of-total-collapse-38058
26
The Economist Newspaper (2012), ‘Pricing nature's freebies’, The Economist,
http://www.economist.com/blogs/babbage/2012/07/ecosystem-services
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website,27 Planet Earth Online28 and phys.org,29 and featured on the website of the Integrated
History and future of People on Earth (IHOPE) initiative.30 The research has also been covered
on the UK Government’s news website by DFID.31
Additional communication activities include live video recordings from stakeholder discussions
with Chinese farmers and environmental agency officials. A workshop was held at the
University of Southampton for World Development Information Day, and findings were
presented to stakeholders including environmental agency managers.
Members of the research team have used an ESPA Putting Research Into Use grant to establish
a dedicated website (http://www.complexity.soton.ac.uk) for their research on complex socialecological systems in both Mandarin and English.32 Prof Dearing also discusses the research on
his own blog, Eyes on the Storm.33

3.4. Knowledge Exchange
The approach developed in this research is already being applied in Bangladesh’s coastal zone
through the ESPA DELTAS project.
Knowledge exchange outside of ESPA occurs at a regional level within China, through
communications activities (see above) undertaken to articulate links between water
management and agriculture ES.
Other knowledge exchange activities centre around Professor Dearing’s general reputation as
an expert, who regularly makes himself available for speaking opportunities and informal
conversations with UK policy-makers34.

4. Impact Pathways
A description of the matrix analysis is provided in Chapter 1, Section 5. The matrix identifies
the areas of greatest impact, highlighted in green. Areas where impact is not as clearly
demonstrated are highlighted in orange.
Awareness of
importance of ES
Influencing Policy

27

Dearing’s empirical
research plays a key
role in supporting global
conversations about
understanding and
managing complex

Knowledge of ES
management
Links to policy will
depend upon long
term Chinese
strategy on
agriculture and
the environment

Practice in managing ES
Implementing policy in
concrete locations has not
yet arisen directly from the
research.

http://www.southampton.ac.uk/geography/news/2012/06/21_new_way_monitoring_environ
mental_impact_could_help_save_rural_china.page?
28
http://planetearth.nerc.ac.uk/news/story.aspx?id=1201&cookieConsent=A
29
http://phys.org/news/2012-04-environmental-index-rural.html
30
http://ihopenet.org/sustainable-chinese-agriculture/
31
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/dfid-research-safeguarding-the-future-of-rurallivelihoods-world-s-first-environmental-health-index
32
For the English and Mandarin versions, see http://www.complexity.soton.ac.uk/
33
http://www.eyesonthestorm.org/
34
cf Dr Wentworth, personal communication
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social-ecological
systems
Operationalizing
best practice in
ES management

Work with local Chinese
water use committees
has raised awareness of
key ES principles like
tipping points.

There have not
yet been
opportunities for
operationalising
ES policies in
China.

The palaeoecological
analyses have contributed
to the databases available
to ecosystem services and
sustainability science

Impacting local
community use

Raised awareness of
relationship between
agricultural practices
among Chinese farmers

Continued contact
with local
communities has
been limited.

Demonstration work of
sustainable use of ES for
local communities has not
continued.

4.1. Policy
Steffen et al. (2015) cited Dearing et al. (2012) in an updated version of their seminal 2009
paper on planetary boundaries, which has gained significant traction in policy spheres. The
paper cites Dearing et al. (2012) on flickering as an example of the developing science of early
warning signals of about approaching thresholds or increasing vulnerability of a system. The
paper also cites Dearing et al. (2014) in relation to the need to couple regional and global
definitions of boundaries with development goals to “enable the application of PB thinking at
levels (nations, basins and regions) where policy action most commonly occurs” (Steffen et al.
2015).
Dearing’s ESPA-supported research has also led to his arguments about the value of lake
sediment records to the Future Earth Framework. The use of such records can provide a long
term perspective on complex socio-ecological systems with particular relevance for forecasting,
observing and confining environmental change – three of the five priorities of the Future Earth
agenda (Dearing 2013).

4.2. Practice
Discussions with local farmers showed that they were aware of the trends of environmental
degradation over several decades, with the most severe decline being in water quality.
However, this engagement does not seem to have led to changed practice: farmers were
adamant that these are not their problems, but the responsibility of the state. Dearing et al.
note that a key lesson for land managers is that improving the quality of information to
farmers is not enough to change mind-sets: regulations and enforcement are also required.

4.3. Use
Evidence of research into use has not been clearly demonstrated and was not a priority of this
project.

5. Analysis and Conclusions
The Poverty and Ecology project, along with the wider portfolio of work undertaken by
members of the project team – such as Dearing et al.’s Evidence and Impacts Research Grant
(EIRG) funded work on safe operating spaces – has contributed to the planetary boundaries
framework, and has helped to reinforce and support a cluster of concepts that are gaining
influence in international policy arenas. The synergy between Dearing’s research and these
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broader frameworks is key to the narrative of the impact, and the continued impact going
forward. The ESPA-funded DELTAS project builds on the model developed in Poverty and
Ecology, applying it to a wider context.
Additionally, this ESPA-funded research should be understood within the context of Professor
Dearing’s long-established body of work in soil sediment studies, and his application of this
research – which might not obviously apply to climate and the environment to others – to
addressing the challenges of water usage and food security. While Poverty and Ecology is not
the first, nor the only instance in which Dearing has applied this body of limnological and
biogeochemical research to ES, his approach should be recognised as not only innovative, but
also interdisciplinary and influential across disciplines. The consolidated application of this
empirical natural sciences research to ES through this project is noteworthy. Its impact
contributes to the growing influence of planetary boundaries within the global climate change
debate. This influential impact of planetary boundaries, which Dearing’s work contributes to,
should not be understood as only academic impact, but catalytic to a broader movement of
interdisciplinary convergence, and emergent policy convergence around the planetary
boundaries framework.
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Just ecosystem management
Linking ecosystem services with poverty alleviation
(10/2010 – 5/2013)

1. Project Overview
The overarching goal of this research project was to promote just ecosystem management as a
new conceptual framework. Its specific objectives were to incorporate attention to multiple
stakeholders and socio-ecological trade-offs into the ES approach; to analyse the justice
dimensions of critical changes in ecosystem services in the management of water, health,
forests, biodiversity and coastal ecosystems; and to illustrate key justice dimensions in the
management of selected coastal and terrestrial ecosystems.
The project (referred to as ‘Justice’) intended to influence future research conducted in
multiple academic fields on the feedbacks between ES and human well-being. The conceptual
framework showed researchers how to approach long-established topics in their respective
fields from new, interdisciplinary perspectives and point out concrete opportunities for linking
up with research conducted in other fields.
•

Conservation biologists recognised new ways to integrate social trade-offs into their
analyses by looking at the distribution of ecosystem services among stakeholders, and
by attending to the participation of different stakeholders in decisions over ecosystems.

•

Political economists benefited from the system-based understanding of 'nature' and the
attention to ecological trade-offs.

•

Ecological economists gained important insights for the development of new valuation
methods which respond to underlying social inequalities and capture ecological tradeoffs.

In this way, the project made a critical contribution to the development of new interdisciplinary
understanding of the relationships between ecosystems and human well-being that
acknowledged the significance of ecological, social and socio-ecological trade-offs equally, with
a novel empirically grounded method.35
A follow-on project “Ecosystem Services, Wellbeing and Justice: Developing Tools for Research
and Development Practice” working in Laos was funded by ESPA to combine the insights on
justice with recent innovations in wellbeing research, and to translate this novel conceptual
approach into a robust strategy for empirical research and to develop research tools for the
wider ESPA community.

Partners – at a glance
Position
Lead PI

35

Name
Professor Thomas Sikor*

Affiliation
University of East Anglia

summarised from http://www.espa.ac.uk/projects/ne-i003282-1
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Co-investigator

Dr Anne Akol

Makerere University

Co-investigator

Dr Kai Chan

University of British
Columbia

Co-investigator

Dr Vasudha Chhotray

University of East Anglia

Co-investigator

Dr Roger Few

University of East Anglia

Co-investigator

Dr Pawan Joshi

TERI University

Co-investigator

Dr Adrian Martin

University of East Anglia

Co-investigator

Professor Richard Norgaard

Regents of the Uni
California Berkeley

Co-investigator

Professor Yong-Ping Yang

Chinese Academy of
Sciences

Co-investigator

Dr Mark Zeitoun

University of East Anglia

Researcher

Jun He

Kunming Institute of
Botany

*Professor Thomas Sikor was on medical leave during the timeframe of the project analysis,
and could not be reached
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1.1. Contexts
The three project sites were located in China, India and Uganda.
Yunnan province in China is the location of the Sloping Land Conversion Program (SLCP), a
watershed services protection programme which is the world’s largest PES scheme (He & Sikor
2015:1), primarily implemented in remote, mountainous regions. Millions of farmers have
received payment to convert cropland on steep slopes in upper watersheds to tree plantations.
Orissa, India, is a coastal ecosystem and the location of Bhitarkanika National Park. Research
focused on communities affected by the creation of two protected coastal areas.
Uganda’s Bwindi Impenetrable National Park is a tropical forest ecosystem with policies and
programmes designed to channel park revenues back to local communities.

1.2. Ecosystems Services
•

Forests

•

Enhancing biodiversity

•

Water supply

•

Coastal

1.3. Disciplines
•

Ecosystem-scale processes and land use

•

Conservation

•

Ecosystems management

•

Ecosystems services

•

Hydrology

•

Justice

•

Indigenous rights

•

Rights-based approaches

•

Political economy

•

Livelihoods

•

Policy Implementation

•

Land-use change

1.4. Summary of findings
This research project explored the concepts of justice and injustice in the context of ecosystem
management, including an in-depth analysis of the justice dimensions of a number of specific
ES interventions. Broad findings related to just ecosystem management include:
•

The use of justice analyses enabled researchers to identify and make explicit a number
of injustices and trade-offs associated with ES interventions in three case study
locations, and to better understand different stakeholders’ interpretations of justice.

•

Ideas about just management implicitly permeate the actions and arguments of many
governments, NGOs and communities. In each of the case studies, local stakeholders
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articulated what just ecosystem management means to them in different ways.
•

Multiple understandings of just ecosystem management and trade-offs must be
incorporated into policy discussions if interventions are to succeed in both protecting
ecosystems and alleviating poverty.

•

A justice analysis was also able to illuminate the justice implications of a number of
design features of global initiatives such as REDD+.

•

Martin et al. (2015) applied guidelines for assessing environmental justice outcomes
and identifying injustices in biodiversity conservation interventions to Bwindi
Impenetrable National Park, Uganda. Provision of a share of park revenues to local
people has been insufficient to compensate for the material or cultural losses arising
from diminished resource access, damage to crops from wild animals and, for some
groups, removal from their land. The share of the benefits from tourism is small and
unevenly distributed.

•

In Yunnan province, China, concerns about distributive justice were shared by villagers,
local state officials and state policy, but were understood differently. Local people
understood a just policy as being one that provided a safety net for their transition out
of farming. The government wanted to compensate farmers for preserving watersheds
and, in response to justice concerns, increased payments and allowed farmers to
intercrop trees with agricultural crops.

•

In Orissa, worsening mangrove cover combined with restricted access, porous borders,
corrupt officials, and no benefit sharing or consultative mechanisms had created a
situation that is both precarious and unjust for local people in and around Bhitarkanika
National Park, and also defeating the conservation objectives.

2. Activities
2.1. Conceptual work
The research team has pioneered the concept of ‘just ecosystem management’, which
positions justice thinking as the missing link between protecting ES and ensuring that the poor
benefit. In doing so, they are integrating concepts of environmental justice into the
ecosystems agenda. Just ecosystem management is posited as a framework to guide research
and practice in a way that acknowledges and addresses the ecological, social and socioecological trade-offs inherent in ecosystem management.
One of the key conceptual contributions of this framework is its empirical grounding in local
conceptions of justice. This conceptual approach, that justice has variable qualities, which
communities can help to determine, is expanded upon in treatment of Sikor et al. (2014)
below.
In Sikor et al.’s 2014 paper, published in Conservation Letters, the authors set out an
empirical method for analysing environmental justice. They show how conservation scientists
and managers can apply an empirical justice analysis to ES-based governance.
Researchers on the Safeguarding Local Equity and Just Ecosystem Management projects have
worked together to develop a shared interpretation of the concepts of Justice and Equity in the
context of ES. Schroeder and McDermott (2014), drawing on Sikor (2013) and McDermott et
al. (2013), propose “a view of justice, equity and fairness as inherently socially constructed”:
acknowledging that different stakeholders may have very different understandings of justice
and equity, and highlighting the importance of understanding who is involved in the framing of
what is just or unjust. This promotes a plural, contextual interpretation of justice.
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2.2. Methods
•

Literature review

•

Review of government documents and policy statements

•

Interviews

•

Focus groups

•

See ‘Empirical Method’ in Sikor et al. (2014) below

•

Household surveys

•

Remote sensing

2.3. Demonstration work
Detailed information and clear evidence of demonstration work was not available.

2.4. Interdisciplinary activities
One of the conceptual innovations undertaken by this research team was to use justice
thinking as a bridge between disciplines, and as a means of bridging the divide between
conservationists and critics of market-based interventions, such as PES.
Researchers on the Just Ecosystem Management and Safeguarding Local Equity projects have
engaged with a broad range of literature on justice and equity. Their work spans diverse
disciplines, including philosophy, law, political science and others. They draw on this literature
in relation to REDD+ in a special issue of Ecology and Society, edited by Schroeder, Sikor (Just
Ecosystem Management) and McDermott (Safeguarding Local Equity).

3. Outputs
3.1. Published articles
The following table summarises and situates several of the primary publications emerging from
the research, including the Impact Factor (IF) of the Journals and the number of times cited.
The citations are derived from Google scholar, and where available, the IF has been taken
directly from the journal’s website.
Summary

IF

Cite
d by

Explanation of important
citations

Notions of Justice in Payments for Ecosystem Services: Insights from China’s Sloping Land
Conversion Program in Yunnan Province. He and Sikor, 2015.
This paper examines the outcomes of a
large payments for ecosystems services
(PES) scheme in the Yangliu watershed
in China, where farmers are paid to
convert cropland to tree plantations. It
uses a justice framework to understand
people’s participation, changes in land
use, and the effect on livelihoods. The
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The majority of citations are
papers dealing with
conservation, particularly in
China. The only significant paper
to cite this is a self-citation,
Sikor et al. 2014, listed below.
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authors describe how notions of
distributive justice can be used to
understand how common concerns have
led to the expansion of tree plantations
and changes in livelihood dynamics.
Towards an Explicit Justice Framing of the Social Impacts of Conservation. Martin and GrossCamp, 2015.
The paper proposes a set of guidelines
for assessing justices and injustices
arising from biodiversity conservation
interventions. The proposed framework
considers two types of justice outcome:
distribution and recognition. It is
applied to a case study of the Bwindi
Impenetrable National Park in Uganda
to identify failures to address the needs
of the indigenous Batwa people.

1.64

0

No citations

Transboundary water justice: a combined reading of literature on critical transboundary
water interaction and justice, for analysis and diplomacy. Zeitoun et al., 2014.
This paper reviews and combines two
bodies of research: trans-boundary
water interaction analysis and social
justice. The authors address themes of
suitability, process/outcomes and
structural concerns and assert the
importance of ensuring equitable
outcomes as a pre-condition of
cooperation.

0.83

2

This paper is cited by two
articles with a human-rights
approach to water resource use
in ecosystems services. The
most significant article
addresses the water-energyfood nexus through a Justice
lens (5 citations).

Toward an Empirical Analysis of Justice in Ecosystem Governance. Sikor et al., 2014.

This review paper uses an empirical
approach to the analysis of justice in
conservation and governance of
ecosystems. It describes the dominant
notions of justice and explores how
conservation sciences and managers
should analyse the justice in ecosystem
governance. The authors argue that
justice provides a more encompassing
perspective for analysis of conservation
governance than is provided by equity
frameworks.
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The papers citing this work all
address equity, justice of
community-based approaches to
conservation. There is an
interesting paper on the moral
principles on conservationism (4
citations).
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The justices and injustices of ecosystem services. Sikor, 2013.

This book describes the implications of
ecosystems services for justice and
injustice. It describes a ‘middle-ground’
between the conservationist arguments
and environmental management
approaches. It uses prominent
examples to explore how ES
interventions can either promote justice
or generate injustices. It includes a
framing chapter by Sikor; ‘Linking
Ecosystem Services with Environmental
Justice’. One chapter with a number of
noteworthy citations is 'Just
conservation? On the fairness of sharing
benefits' (Martin, A., Akol, A), which
deals with whether systems to share
costs and benefits of ecosystems
services in the tropics achieve
conservation alongside justice.

N/A

25

The majority of citations for this
book lie within justice and ES.
The book informs the debate but
doesn't have significant impact
beyond it. Noteworthy citations
include a book on resource
efficiency (8 citations), and
several case studies (< 6
citations each). The chapter on
sharing benefits has several
interesting citations including a
paper on land and water
governance by the book editor
(29 citations), and a paper on
the 2010 Nagoya protocol in
Japan that addresses indigenous
demands for justice. Citations all
lie within the same fields.

3.2. Academic influence
The following diagrams demonstrate the footprint of key journal articles, giving a comparable
representation of the number of citations of several selected papers (repeated in each project
exemplification). The size of the grey and coloured circles represents the number of times the
corresponding article has been cited. On the left hand side of each diagram is the title of the
journal that the main paper (in grey) was published in. The size of the white circle represents
the average number of times the papers in the corresponding journal have been cited. The
coloured circles show a selection of key articles that cite the main paper, and their relevant
discipline. Where circles overlap, this represents overlapping disciplines.
The number of citations of different papers can be directly compared within each sector area.
However, the set of diagrams are not proportional as an entire set, so cannot be compared
across all papers. For each sector, an example of the number of citations represented by the
first circle is given.
This diagram illustrates the academic influence of two articles relating to Just Ecosystem
Management. The relationship between the papers and the disciplines within which they are
published, as well as their relative impact, and the impact of citing papers (as judged purely by
numbers of citations) is considerable, and contextualises the work within the relevant fields.
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3.3. Communication activities
The research team have compiled a book on just ecosystem management, entitled ‘The
Justices and Injustices of Ecosystem Services’. The book analyses a broad range of ES
governance interventions, including REDD+, PES and tourism revenue-sharing around
protected areas, and demonstrates the potential for such interventions either to enhance social
justice, or generate injustices. The authors aimed to open up the middle ground between those
who argue that ES interventions aggravate injustice and exclusion and undermine the
livelihoods of the most vulnerable; and those who argue that ES governance interventions can
produce ‘win-win’ solutions – conserving ecosystems while alleviating poverty.
Researchers have undertaken regular consultations with local and national stakeholders,
including agencies and NGOs, and have produced policy papers, workshops and short films to
discuss results and highlight recommendations. A project video, entitled ‘Why does justice
matter for ecosystem management?’ has so far received 3,406 views on YouTube.

3.4. Knowledge exchange
The primary area of knowledge exchange for this project has been in the collaboration with
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‘Equity’, the project profiled in the following chapter. The two projects have collaborated
extensively to achieve convergence in an operational framework for equitable management of
protected areas. The nature of this knowledge exchange collaboration is discussed in greater
depth in the concluding chapter as it is one of the more influential outcomes which ESPA was
instrumental in fostering not only through encouraging the relationships between the two
projects, but also through providing follow-on funding at a critical point later in the life-cycles
of the projects.
Specific knowledge exchange activities undertaken by the ‘Justice’ collaborators included a
conference panel at the Global Environmental In/justice conference and participation in
workshops such as “Just watershed management” and the “Sixth International Workshop on
Hydro-Hegemony: Transboundary Water Justice.”

4. Impact Pathways
A description of the matrix analysis is provided in Chapter 1, Section 5. The matrix identifies
the areas of greatest impact, highlighted in green. Areas where impact is not as clearly
demonstrated are highlighted in orange.
Awareness of
importance of ES

Knowledge of ES
management

Practice in managing ES

Influencing Policy

Justice has had an
impact in policy in Laos,
due to a local academic
partner well-placed
within government

Awareness has not
been converted
into
knowledge/policy
change

Implementation of Just
Ecosystems Management
has not been put into
practice at policy level

Operationalizing
best practice in
ES management

Operationalising for
awareness has not been
as relevant due to the
position of partners and
prior awareness

Partnerships have
led to the
operationalizing of
Just Ecosystems
Management
approach

Convergence with Equity is
pointing towards impacts in
an operationalized
framework combining
Justice and Equity

Impacting local
community use

Some work with
communities, but not
clearly demonstrated

Some evidence of
building capacity
of local
communities for
ES management36

No clear evidence of
demonstration work of
sustainable use of ES for
local communities

4.1. Policy
As part of this project, Professor Sikor applied a justice lens to the global REDD+ programme.
This analysis highlighted the ways in which three apparently technical features of the REDD+
programme are in fact intrinsically political. Research explored the justice implications of
national or local level decision-making and implementation; the impact of selected carbon
measurement methods (including the partiality and potentially exclusionary nature of remote
sensing); and the justices and injustices of benefit distribution systems.37 His analysis is
36

Mentioned in interview with Simon Willcock
https://www.uea.ac.uk/documents/439774/543330/DEV-briefing-9-final.pdf/e81d8433-f3df4623-9154-e456d0e6780e
37
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presented in a number of places, including as a policy brief for the School of International
Development at UEA,38 and as a chapter in his book, ‘The Justices and Injustices of Ecosystem
Services’. This is one of four chapters directly addressing the justice dimensions of ES
governance interventions. Dr Mark Zeitoun, Dr Adrian Martin and Dr Anne Akol – all
collaborators on this project – have also contributed to this section of the book with analyses
of governance interventions, including the conceptions of justice that inform tourism revenuesharing from parks, and the power dynamics of Integrated Water Resources Management
(IWRM).
Professor Sikor has also advised the UN-REDD Programme on the development of an effective
and socially just benefit distribution system for REDD+.39 This represents a significant platform
for influencing policy and practice, disseminating the research developed through this project
and, in turn, enhancing the justice dimension of the REDD+ programme.
In addition to this ESPA-funded research, Professor Sikor has worked with RECOFTC, the
Center for People and Forests, an organization based in Thailand, to examine Vietnam’s
REDD+ Programme. He has highlighted the need to develop safeguards for the REDD+
programme in Vietnam addressing a range of concerns, from biodiversity conservation to local
communities’ rights.40

4.2. Practice
The project demonstrated the utility of justice analyses in illuminating the socio-ecological
trade-offs involved in ES management and identifying those who benefit from or are negatively
affected by ES interventions. Justice analyses can help to ensure that ecosystem management
is undertaken in a way that includes and benefits the poorest and most vulnerable people.
The research team in China is now advising a watershed protection project which is being
implemented by the local forest department, with funding from German NGO Misereor. The
focus of this project is on building community capacity for rights-based rural development,
training the community on forest and environmental rights and enhancing development of
agroforestry.41

4.3. Use
The impact of research into use has been difficult to ascertain due to the inaccessibility of the
field research partners. Neil Dawson reported impacts with the implementing partners in Laos,
regarding the application of the Just Ecosystems Management principles to forest ecosystems.
These partners could not be reached for further comment.

5. Analysis and Conclusions
The impact of Justice is mostly felt in the contribution it makes to an operational framework for
measuring the equitability of ES management. The application of that to specific field research
38

School of International Development, UEA, ‘REDD+: Justice effects of technical design’, DEV
research briefing 9, https://www.uea.ac.uk/documents/439774/543330/DEV-briefing-9final.pdf/e81d8433-f3df-4623-9154-e456d0e6780e
39

https://www.uea.ac.uk/international-development/people/profile/t-sikor#overviewTab
Thomas Sikor and Nguyen Quang Tan, REDD+ Safeguards for Vietnam: Key Issues and the
Way Forward, RECOFTC
40

41

ESPA, 2013, ‘Doing justice to poverty and ecology’, http://www.espa.ac.uk/files/espa/ESPADoing-Justice.pdf
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locations has begun to find traction, in Yunnan province in China, and to some extent in
related work in Laos. The empirical approach to equitable management, based on contextual
understanding of specific locations, is crucial to grounding this project in experience, and
ensuring that approaches to equity and justice in ES management include the perspective of
the communities who are most affected. This has included an emphasis on social justice as a
lens for understanding the power dynamics at play in ES management in use, especially where
the livelihoods and well-being of vulnerable populations are at risk in resource management.
This project provides important empirical touch points for the broader effort, in collaboration
with “Equity” (the next project profiled below), to operationalise a pragmatic framework for
understanding sustainable and equitable management of ES.
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Safeguarding local equity as global
values of ecosystems services rise
(11/2010 – 9/2012)

1. Project Overview
This project (referred to throughout as ‘Equity’ for shorthand) brought together an
interdisciplinary team of collaborators from universities (Southampton, Oxford, Rutgers and
the Australian National University), a policy think-tank (Overseas Development Institute),
regional research and training centres (RECOFTC and CATIE) and a regional NGO (Ugandan
Coalition for Sustainable Development) to develop a conceptual framework that analysed the
links between ecosystem services and sustainable poverty reduction, examining in particular
how benefits derived from ecosystem services were distributed amongst different stakeholders,
the factors underlying these processes and their potential impacts.
This framework contributed to the critical challenge of the equitable management of
ecosystems in a manner that benefits poor people. In particular, it helped decision-makers in
REDD and PES programmes minimise negative impacts on equity and maximise positive
impacts on poverty alleviation.
In order to accomplish its objectives, the project originally intended to:
1. Develop a rigorous definition of the different dimensions and types of equity in the
context of ecosystem services
2. Develop a conceptual framework that described how changes in the global value of
ecosystem services lead to changes in equity at the local level, and the key factors that
influenced these outcomes, drawing on evidence from 6-8 specially commissioned
background papers analysing existing knowledge on the equity impacts of high or rising
value of ecosystem services (e.g., in forestry, mining and water)
3. Test the framework in four case studies (at least one each in Asia, Africa and Latin
America)
4. Review the conceptual framework in the light of the case study findings.42

Partners
Position

Name

Affiliation

Lead PI

Dr Kate Schreckenberg

University of Southampton

Co-Investigator

Professor Trevor Birkenholtz

University of Illinois

42

summarised from http://www.espa.ac.uk/projects/ne-i00341x-1
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Co-Investigator

Dr Lauren Coad

University of Oxford

Co-Investigator

Dr Thomas Enters

RECOFTC

Co-Investigator

Dr Sango Mahanty

Australian National
University

Co-Investigator

Dr Constance McDermott

University of Oxford

Co-Investigator

Dr Melanie McDermott

Rutgers State University of
New Jersey

Co-Investigator

Mr Bernhard Mohns

RECOFTC

Co-Investigator

Dr Guillermo Navarro

Ctr Tropical Agronomico of
Investigation (CATIE)

Mr Leo Peskett

Overseas Development
Institute

Co-Investigator

Mr Benedict Vickers

RECOFTC

Researcher

Mario Piedra Marin

EARTH University

Impact Partner

Emily Brickell

Overseas Development
Institute

Co-Investigator

1.1. Contexts
The Equity framework was applied to a number of case study locations in Bolivia, Cambodia,
India and Uganda.
The Bolivian Chaco is a lowland alluvial plain, where large quantities of natural gas were
discovered in the 1990s. A case study developed by Humphreys-Bebbington (2013) discusses
the impact of natural gas extraction on two indigenous populations.
The Forest Conservation, Management and Environmental Services Program (COMSERBO) in
Bolivia and the Seima commercial community forestry project in Cambodia were both at an
early stage of consulting with local communities to develop community-based forest
management projects with potential for REDD+ funding.
The Sirsa small-scale cooperative afforestation project, India’s first CDM project, and the Trees
for Global Benefit project in Bushenyi District, Uganda, were both PES schemes subsidising the
planting of indigenous trees (on individual land) for carbon sequestration.

1.2. Ecosystems Services
•

Biodiversity

•

Forestry
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•

Sequestered carbon

1.3. Disciplines
•

Climate change

•

Community ecology

•

Ecosystem-scale processes and land use

•

Environment and health

•

Rights-based approaches

•

Indigenous rights

•

Resource management

•

Equity

1.4. Summary of findings
•

Engagement with equity issues within ES policy and practice is hindered by a lack of
clear definitions that account for the multiple dimensions of equity.

•

The application of the equity framework to specific case studies has demonstrated its
utility in ecosystem management, with potential to minimize negative impacts and
avoid aggravating inequity, and to maximize positive impacts on poverty alleviation.

•

The changing global value of ES can impact equity at a local level. The use of a
conceptual framework for equity can help to identify and describe the equity
implications of these changes.

2. Activities
2.1. Conceptual work
A central facet of this project has been the development of a conceptual framework designed
to help policy makers and project planners in REDD+, PES and other ES programmes to
consider equity issues, and to develop context-specific definitions of equity.
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Figure 1: The Equity Framework, from McDermott et al. (2013)
The framework includes three questions, which together frame the issue of equity. These three
questions are:
•

How are the parameters of equity set? This question explores the framing of the
initiative itself, for example – what is the decision-making process in framing the
initiative? Who is included/excluded in the decision-making process? Who defines the
goals, targets and content of the initiative?

•

Why Equity? This question considers the initiative’s explicit and implicit goals relating
to equity; for example, does the initiative aim to maximise or improve equity, or to do
no harm?

•

Who counts? For example, who are the subjects of equity? How are their needs taken
into account? This could include current and future generations, non-human species or
ecosystems, and the scales at play – from individual to global?

These questions frame the overarching question about what counts as a matter of equity,
which is divided up into three dimensions:
•

Distributive: how benefits, costs and risks are distributed, for instance. Allocations can
be assessed according to the principles of distributive justice – equality, social welfare,
merit and need.

•

Procedural: this dimension relates to participation – which groups are included and
excluded from decision-making, for instance.

•

Contextual: this dimension takes into account the uneven playing field created by the
social, political and economic conditions which limit or enable people’s ability to benefit
from resource distributions. This is important conceptually, as it moves away from a
narrow, ‘blind’ interpretation of justice, instead ensuring attention to pre-existing
distributions of power and resources (McDermott et al. 2013).
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2.2. Methods
•

Literature reviews

•

Meetings and interviews

•

Political economy analysis

2.3. Demonstration work
No demonstration work is evident from this project.

2.4. Interdisciplinary activities
Interdisciplinarity has been an explicit focus of this project from the outset. The research team
is drawn from a wide range of institutions, including Universities in Australia, the UK and US, a
think tank in the UK, regional research and training centres in Latin America and in the AsiaPacific region, and a Ugandan NGO.

3. Outputs
3.1. Published articles
The following table summarises and situates several of the primary publications emerging from
the research, including the Impact Factor (IF) of the Journals and the number of times cited.
The citations are derived from Google scholar, and where available, the IF has been taken
directly from the journal’s website.
Summary

IF

Cite
d by

Explanation of important
citations

How does ‘Free, Prior and Informed Consent’ (FPIC) impact social equity? Lessons from
mining and forestry and their implications for REDD+. Mahanty and McDermott, 2013.
This paper examines how the principal
of indigenous peoples ‘free, prior and
informed consent’ in resource
management has impacted social
equity. The authors consider FPIC
standards in mining and forestry and
discuss how FPIC standards emerged,
and how the distribution of rights and
resources impacts equity for actors
without strong legal rights.

2.63

16

The majority of papers citing this
article deal with equity in
ecosystems service and resource
management. The most
significant citation is from a
paper that also discusses FPIC in
the mining industry (12
citations). It is also cited by an
interesting discussion on the rise
in national sustainability
standards in Brazil and
Indonesia (6 citations).

Extraction, inequality and indigenous peoples: Insights from Bolivia. Humphreys-Bebbington,
2013.
This paper examines equity in access to
multiple ecosystems services in the
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Bolivian Chaco, which holds large
reserves of natural gas. It examines
access to resources for two indigenous
populations that have been impacted by
the natural gas extraction. It argues
inequalities to economic and political
opportunity for indigenous groups
should be addressed prior to resource
exploitation, not afterwards.

extraction in Latin America. The
citations are not widely cited.
and are in less impactful
journals.

Retreading negotiations on equity in environmental governance: case studies contrasting the
evolution of ABS and REDD+. Ituarte-Lima, 2013.
This book chapter discusses tropical
rainforests as a store of biodiversity and
carbon storage. It considers the impact
of REDD+ on the equity framework for
ecosystems services in the tropical
rainforests of Peru, Ecuador and
Indonesia.

N/A

1

This paper has no significant
citations.

Certification and equity: Applying an equity framework to compare certification schemes
across product sectors and scales. McDermott, C. L. 2012.
This paper applies an equity framework
to analyse the priorities and trade-offs
of four different environmental
certification schemes. The author
identifies variation in the prioritisation
of the environment, non-commercial
stakeholders or equity at different
stages in the supply chain. The author
finds that schemes that focus on nonproducers lead to more prescriptive
environmental protection requirements,
while schemes that focus on equity for
producers are less prescriptive about
safeguarding non-producer interests.

3.02

21

This paper has some significant
citations by the same authors.
Its primary citations are in forest
management, certification, and
indigenous rights. It is cited in
noteworthy papers on forest
management and certification in
Russia (9 citations), Brazil (4
citations), and Indonesia (2
citations)

Examining Equity: a multidimensional framework for assessing equity in payments for
ecosystem services. McDermott, M. et al. 2013.
This paper presents a systematic
framework for the analysis of equity in
ecosystems services and reduced
deforestation and degradation. The
authors describe a three-component
framework for examining local equity:
distributive equity (benefits and costs),
procedural equity (decision making) and
contextual equity (pre-existing
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This is the only paper under the
project to have significant
citations outside of the equity
debate. The most impactful
citations are on REDD+. The
most significant citations are a
paper that presents the current
arguments and literature on
trade-offs in land use (66
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conditions). In addition the framework
highlights the need to consider who is
the target of equity considerations,
whether equity is an explicit goal of the
intervention and at what point in the
implementation process decisions about
the key equity components are taken.
They provide a discussion on how the
framework can spur debate, and guide
analysts, policy makers and planners.

citations) and a paper on sharing
benefits of ecosystems (52
citations). There are other
significant citations regarding
ecosystems services and equity
in the media (35 citations), and
ecosystems services assessment
(46 citations).

3.2. Academic influence
The following diagrams demonstrate the footprint of key journal articles, giving a comparable
representation of the number of citations of several selected papers (repeated in each project
exemplification). The size of the grey and coloured circles represents the number of times the
corresponding article has been cited. On the left hand side of each diagram is the title of the
journal that the main paper (in grey) was published in. The size of the white circle represents
the average number of times the papers in the corresponding journal have been cited. The
coloured circles show a selection of key articles that cite the main paper, and their relevant
discipline. Where circles overlap, this represents overlapping disciplines.
The number of citations of different papers can be directly compared within each sector area.
However, the set of diagrams are not proportional as an entire set, so cannot be compared
across all papers. For each sector, an example of the number of citations represented by the
first circle is given.
The three most widely cited Equity publications are described below43. For example, the IF for
Environmental Science and Policy is 3.02, but the citation rate for McDermott, M. et al.
(2013)44 is considerably higher than this, with 73 citations, including a number of articles
which themselves have relatively high citation rates.

43

There is a mistake in the third diagram below. In the grey circle, ‘Sango et al, 2013’ should
read ‘Mahanty et al, 2013’
44

The publication date of McDermott, M. et al is 2013 not 2012 as represented in the top
diagram below.
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3.3. Communication activities
Members of the research team have given presentations to a wide range of audiences,
including members of the UK Parliament, the Wellcome Trust, the Association of American
Geographers and Sir John Beddington, who, at the time, was Chief Scientific Adviser to the UK
Government.
Research on the ‘Trees for Global Benefit’ project in Uganda was widely disseminated within
Uganda and featured on Ugandan television.45
Numerous briefs were written and published, including a policy brief for REDD-net in 2011,46
and a background note on the Uganda case study for the ODI in 2012. Five background papers
were prepared, including papers discussing equity issues in REDD+, forest certification
schemes and natural gas extraction in Bolivia, and reviewing the literature on PES and equity
in ES.
In addition, papers have been presented to a number of conferences, presented below.
Conference Paper

Description of the contribution

Examining equity. Lessons for community
forestry

Keynote speech to Conference on New
Challenges for Community Forestry,
Remscheid, Germany, 23-25 Sept 2013

Can Free, Prior and Informed Consent
improve social equity? International lessons
from the mining and forest sectors

Presentation at the International Association
for the Study of the Commons 14th Global
Conference, Mount Fuji, Japan, 3-7 June
2013

Forest Carbon as a global commons? Equity
implications of REDD+ at the local level

Presentation at the International Association
for the Study of the Commons 14th Global
Conference, Mount Fuji, Japan, 3-7 June
2013

Mapping equity in old, new and hybrid
commodity chains. Payments for ecosystem
services, forest products and something inbetween

Presentation to Association of American
Geographers Annual Meeting, Los Angeles,
9-13 April 2013. Panel title: New Directions
in Commodity Chain Analysis & Access
Mapping in ‘The Green Economy’

Operationalising equity in national legal
frameworks for REDD+: the case of
Indonesia

Paper for the ‘Beyond carbon: ensuring
justice and equity in REDD+ across levels of
governance’ conference, Oxford, 23-24

45

Interview with Kate Schreckenberg
“Unfortunately the REDD-net website no longer exists as ODI had no more funding for the
REDD-net project. This means that the 5 working papers and policy briefs we had posted on
the site are no longer available anywhere on the internet.” Kate Schreckenberg, personal
communication
46
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March 2012.

Examining Equity: a multidimensional
framework for assessing equity in the context
of REDD+

Keynote presentation for the ‘Beyond
carbon: ensuring justice and equity in
REDD+ across levels of governance’
conference, Oxford, 23-24 March 2012.

Can Free, Prior and Informed Consent
improve the prospects for equitable REDD+?
Lessons from mining and forest certification

Paper for the ‘Beyond carbon: ensuring
justice and equity in REDD+ across levels of
governance’ conference, Oxford, 23-24
March 2012.

3.4. Knowledge exchange
As noted in the previous chapter, the primary area of knowledge exchange for this project has
been in the collaboration with ‘Justice’, discussed above. The two projects have collaborated
extensively to achieve convergence in an operational framework for equitable management of
protected areas. The nature of this knowledge exchange collaboration is discussed in greater
depth in the concluding chapter as it is one of the more influential outcomes which ESPA was
instrumental in fostering not only through encouraging the relationships between the two
projects, but also through providing follow-on funding at a critical point later in the life-cycles
of the projects.
‘Equity’ has been particularly active in knowledge exchange through presentations to academic
and policy-making groups on 16 different occasions, from a presentation to IMAFLORA in Brazil
on “The Equity Framework & its application to timber, carbon and fair trade certification”, to a
presentation on “Assessing Equity” to several UK MPs. In addition to these presentations,
conference papers and posters, as well as more informal policy briefings and background
papers have been a means for exchanging knowledge with stakeholders inside and outside the
project.

4. Impact Pathways
A description of the matrix analysis is provided in Chapter 1, Section 5. The matrix identifies
the areas of greatest impact, highlighted in green. Areas where impact is not as clearly
demonstrated are highlighted in orange.
Awareness of
importance of ES

Knowledge of ES
management

Practice in managing ES

Influencing Policy

Equity contributes to
policy forums through
working with policyfocused partners

Impacts on ES
knowledge are less
clear, due to existing
policy knowledge

Less relevant to level of
policy stakeholders
engaged in this project

Operationalizing
best practice in
ES management

Not a significant focus
of Equity

Unclear evidence of
improved knowledge
of ES at a local and
regional level

The development of the
Equity framework is a key
tool for operationalizing
equitable ES
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management
Impacting local
community use

Local community work
was not central to this
research

No evidence of
building capacity of
local communities for
ES management

No demonstration work of
sustainable use of ES for
local communities

4.1. Policy
Equity issues are increasingly central to debates around climate change, ES management and
poverty alleviation, with implications for policy design and project development. However, as
identified through this research, different stakeholders may interpret the concept of equity in
very different ways. A significant contribution of this project is the development of a
framework that can be used by policy-makers and other actors to establish a context-specific
definition of equity, and to identify and analyse the equity implications of changes in ES. The
Equity Framework can help decision makers to mitigate the potential negative impacts of ES
interventions on equity, and maximise positive impacts. The concluding chapter covers in
greater detail how the convergence of the ‘Equity’ and ‘Justice’ frameworks in an operational
capacity has contributed a key policy impact through the efforts of both projects.

4.2. Practice
Four of the partner organisations on this project – CATIE, ODI, RECOFTC and the Uganda
Coalition for Sustainable Development – together form REDD-net, a capacity-building and
knowledge-sharing forum for southern civil society organisations working on issues related to
REDD+. Activities include the development of a REDD+ practitioner network to share
experiences and activities, and the development of tools to help build pro-poor REDD+ policies
and projects.47 However, the REDD-net partners were unable to secure funding to continue the
network so ODI closed down the website a year after the end of the Equity project.

4.3. Use
The framework developed as part of this project has been applied by a range of actors,
demonstrated by the number and breadth of papers citing the McDermott et al. paper (2013).
Although community impact was not an aim of what was a conceptual development project,
the Uganda case study did lead to changes in the way the ‘Trees for Global Benefit’ project was
implemented, with farmer tree-growing contracts being reduced from 50 years in length to 25
years.

5. Analysis and Conclusions
In contrast to the Justice project, which takes a more empirical approach to understanding
what communities value as “just” in ecosystems management, Equity has focused on the
theoretical aspects of equitable management. The double-entendre of the word “equity” –
signifying on the one hand “fairness” and on the other “value” (as relates to cost),
demonstrates the divergence in this approach, in moving towards quantifying the ES in a more
“universal” manner. The effort to rigorously capture all of these elements of “equity,” and their
value to communities who aim to exploit and co-exist with ES resources offers a concrete tool
which joins the dots between global policy and local implementation for things like carbon
offsetting and the REDD+ agenda which have increasing prominence on the global stage. A

47

http://www.odi.org/projects/redd-net
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rigorous approach to sustainable equity is crucial to getting away from the arbitrary figures
attached to adding a few pence to transactions to achieve carbon neutrality (often lampooned
by environmental activists48 as undermining the incentives of sustainable practices). The
operationalising and implementing of the Equity framework offers the promise of joining the
dots between high-level agreements around cutting emissions (including quantifying the
damage of such emissions) and putting that into practice with national and regional policies,
and ultimately local implementation in a way that ensures that there is a fair and transparent
distribution of costs and benefits.

48

Projects such as http://cheatneutral.com/about/ satirise the ineffectuality of “paying for”
bad environmental practice.
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Thematic Analysis and Conclusions
Three primary themes have emerged from the analysis above: complexity, synergies and
trade-offs, and interdisciplinarity. This chapter examines the ways in which the themes emerge
from the projects and considers the broader impact of ESPA-funded research within the
categories.
This chapter also describes two frameworks for describing aggregated impact. First, an impact
analysis matrix was applied to each project to describe the level of the engagement (political,
operational, grassroots), and the impact pathway (improved awareness, knowledge, practice).
Aggregating the matrix analysis reveals areas of relatively greater impact for ESPA research.
Second, the project analysis included Venn diagrams that linked key academic publications to
the papers that cited them and their disciplines. Meta-analysis of the Venn diagrams reveals a
compelling story about academic knowledge exchange and innovation. This is helpful in
understanding the nature of academic impact and the differences between project impacts.

1. Review of key themes
The five projects are significantly different from one another, both in terms of their stated
aims, and in terms of their areas of greatest impact. Nevertheless, four key themes cut across
these areas of impact: complexity, synergies and trade-offs, justice and equity, and
interdisciplinarity.

1.1. Complexity
Complexity is a common theme in the impacts of ESPA-funded work and in the research
described here. ES are complex systems, and their interactions with human systems leading to
enhanced well-being and diminished poverty are even more complex. As more data is
uncovered from ES, the scientific community recognises additional layers of complexity. ESPA
academics come to the policy table with a complex systems perspective that can intimidate
non-specialists and make impact difficult to communicate.
However, the exemplifications described above demonstrate that complex systems can be
understood and incorporated into decision-making processes. ESPA projects have achieved this
at the policy level, through implementation, and by working with ecosystem resource users.
The importance of modelling complex systems – from the ARIES platform to Prof Dearing’s
lake sediment models – lies in the simplification of complex data to catalyse recommendations.
Moreover, good models of complex systems can nuance and temper predictions and exhort
decision-makers to nuance their decisions.

1.2. Synergies and trade-offs
Trade-offs have become a major issue in ES, particularly where PA is a goal. Environmental
and development concerns are often viewed in tension. In an ideal world, ESPA research would
reveal ways in which ES management can reliably result in “win-win” policies or synergies.
However, in reality, trade-offs are recognised by academics and practitioners alike. Bhaskar
Vira’s work (in Howe et al.) in this area has proven to be particularly influential. Vira’s work
speaks both to traditional ES fields and to a range of allied fields. His pragmatic approach
brings together the aspiration for synergies with a theoretical understanding of competition.
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1.3. Justice and Equity
The concepts of ‘justice’ and ‘equity’ are important for ESPA - not just for the two titular
projects led by Thomas Sikor and Kate Schreckenberg, but more broadly in relation to the
power dynamics that affect trade-offs. The convergence of the Equity framework with the work
of Sikor (and Martin and Dawson), and social justice frameworks promise to lead to an
operational tool which will play a key role in achieving equitable protected area governance
and the implementation of REDD+ goals around equitable management.

1.4. Interdisciplinarity
Interdisciplinarity stands out amongst the key themes because it is difficult to define as a
“theme” per se. Interdisciplinarity is an approach, a methodology, or even an epistemological
framework. ESPA itself exemplifies an interdisciplinary approach through the diversity of
funded research brought together under the ESPA umbrella, and their impacts.
Interdisciplinarity is a strength that compounds itself, and this can be seen in the relative
strength of the University of Southampton’s representation in ESPA-funded research, not just
within the selection of five projects, but amongst the broader portfolio. According to Prof
Poppy, Southampton has placed a high value on interdisciplinarity for over a decade, and
structured departments in such a way that has allowed leading academics like him (and Prof
Dearing) to draw on the resources of a wider breadth of disciplines. ASSETS weekly catchup
meetings bring together social scientists, modelling and complexity scientists, and natural
scientists to collaborate face-to-face, in a way that many universities would find difficult.
Across the projects, interdisciplinarity can be seen as a contributing factor which enables more
fruitful impact. This occurs firstly across the disciplines in which the collaborators work, but
also raises the profile of their collective work to a higher institutional level and may force it to
be presented in more descriptive, less specialised language. The efforts made to communicate
within an interdisciplinary team bear fruit in communication to external audiences, as the
jargon of a particular field does not dominate. The increased attention on the research outputs
of Dearing, Sikor and Vira shows an inflection point as they collaborate across disciplines which
were not those of their original disciplines – the relevance of their work to broader climate
issues (for example) was not initially appreciated, but through collaboration, results translated
into a broader (and often more au courant) discourse, began to gain recognition for their
influence.
Finally, the impact of these projects on driving forward interdisciplinarity should be recognised.
The ways in which ASSETS has brought together so many fields to inform its modelling
programme ARIES, provides an important benchmark for other programmes of what is
possible through collaboration.

2. Aggregated matrix impact analysis
The matrix analysis introduced in the first chapter presents the impact pathways on one axis,
and levels of influence on the other axis. Data collected from interviews with stakeholders was
used to inform a matrix analysis for each project in the exemplifications above. The project
was then assessed to identify the quadrants in which impact was most clearly demonstrated.
The matrices were then aggregated to identify the relative strengths of the five ESPA-funded
projects examined here. The representation below highlights the most influential areas of
impact (dark green for the most impactful areas, light green for somewhat impactful areas,
light orange for less impactful areas, and dark orange for the least impactful areas).
Awareness of
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importance of ES

management

Influencing Policy

Integration of ES
perspective into
top-level dialogue

Writing of effective and
equitable ES policies

Implementing feedback
loops for refining and
adapting policy according
to dynamic ES
management needs

Operationalizing
best practice in
ES management

Articulating ES
principles in a
practical manner

Interpreting ES policies
in a way that can be
implemented a local
and regional level

Creating practical tools,
methods and metrics for
monitoring ES
management, and putting
into practice

Impacting local
community use

Local sensitization
of communities

Building capacity of
local communities to for
ES management

Demonstration work of
sustainable use of ES for
local communities

2.1. Improved awareness for influencing policy
The aggregated matrix analysis suggests that ESPA-funded projects have greatest impact
through influencing policy-making with an awareness of the importance of ES. Indeed, an
increased awareness of ES approaches at the policy level was a recurring theme in the
stakeholder interviews. The extent to which this can be demonstrably proven (beyond the
reports of stakeholders close to the projects) is limited. It is particularly difficult to verify
reports of increased awareness of ES by policy makers in the many countries in which research
was undertaken.
In the UK at least (which is admittedly not the focus of ESPA’s policy efforts), the Energy and
Environment Adviser for the Parliamentary Office of Science and Technology (POST), Dr
Jonathan Wentworth, confirmed a very high degree of awareness of ESPA research at the
policy level. Dr Wentworth has written white papers on ES that relate to UK Policy, and
recently interviewed Prof Dearing for a policy note on Trends in the Environment.
Yet Dr Wentworth cautions that it is difficult for policy awareness to convert into action. In the
UK, the path to policy is tortuous, and increased knowledge of ES by parliamentarians does not
necessarily translate into concrete policy changes without other political catalysts (for example
large-scale flooding). Nevertheless, improved awareness can lead more directly to concrete
changes in contexts where the project is politically aligned. The ASSETS project in Malawi and
the Justice project in Laos are both examples of projects closely aligned to ministers and their
special advisors.

2.2. Operationalising practice amongst implementers
A second area of relatively high impact lies at the end of the impact pathway spectrum, on the
implementation level. The matrix summary description is:
Creating practical tools, methods and metrics for monitoring ES management, and putting ES
management into practice
This impact quadrant emerges as a strength because four of the five projects analysed above
developed practical methods for ES. These methods built the capacity of implementing partiers
and could be re-used. Implementing partners were able to operationalize key ES management
principles. For example, the field manuals for the ASSETS project have been translated and
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used by Conservation International across the Amazon. The method for collecting food diaries
from illiterate households in the ASSETS project has also been implemented for nutrition
assessments being carried out by the Ministry of Health in Malawi. These projects have
demonstrated that the development of practical tools can inform the on-going work of
implementing partners in ES management. This impact lies on the spectrum between policy
and direct use, but has potentially far-reaching consequences.

3. Illustrative model of knowledge exchange
A second framework for aggregating impact across projects is based on knowledge exchange,
and emerged from observations about the Justice and Equity projects, and their relationship to
each other and their disciplines more broadly. This “aggregation” is illustrative and qualitative
in nature rather than a quantifiable model, and is based on the Venn diagrams illustrating key
academic publications and their citations. This meta-analysis is a high-level “zoom out” from
those specific publications, and not an exhaustive systematic review of all the disciplines and
publications emerging from these five projects. Nevertheless, it captures qualitatively, and at a
discipline-wide level, the relationship between moments of innovation, convergence of
theoretical frameworks, and the operationalizing of those frameworks for impact.
Extrapolation of the trends in the Venn diagrams yields interesting results. In particular, there
is an informative relationship in the outputs of the Justice and Equity projects, which
demonstrates a convergence of two theoretical frameworks (described by Adrian Martin and
Kate Schreckenberg). This model is generalizable and can be applied to other projects to
identify patterns in knowledge exchange. In this section we will use the Justice and Equity
projects as an illustration of how ESPA-funded projects can converge for greater impact when
the enabling environment or the “life-cycle” of the relevant disciplines favours the
consolidation of knowledge towards implementation. This model, understood more generally,
extrapolates a few further conclusions which may be emerging in other projects to a lesser
extent. The contribution of this model is in recognising a pattern which may indicate greater
opportunities for impact in ESPA-funded research, especially at convergence points.

3.1. Justice and Equity model
The Aichi target 11, which inspired both the Justice and Equity projects, states:
By 2020, at least 17 per cent of terrestrial and inland water, and 10 per cent of coastal and
marine areas, especially areas of particular importance for biodiversity and ecosystem
services, are conserved through effectively and equitably managed, ecologically
representative and well connected systems of protected areas and other effective area-based
conservation measures, and integrated into the wider landscapes and seascapes.

The lack of clarity on the definitions of “effectively” and “equitably” inspired a range of
approaches to defining equitable management of ES. The diversity of creative approaches has
converged around two primary schools of thought, namely Justice and Equity. While there
were some areas of obvious overlap, considerable effort has been applied to consolidate the
two approaches, with the help of ESPA-funded workshops, and the facilitation of IIED and
IUCN.
Adrian Martin has described the next stage of the research as an opportunity to further
incorporate approaches from a third perspective: conflict resolution studies. (He has already
engaged with this school of thought in separate work on refugee contexts). Researchers
anticipate that a framework informed by these fields is likely to impact on future research and
implementation projects. In particular, the follow-up to the Aichi conference, in 2020, is
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expected to lead to a new cycle of innovation.
This situation described can be visualised through the following diagram.

3.2. Generalised model of knowledge exchange
This model of knowledge exchange can be generalised to a conceptual framework describing
innovation. An event sparks a diversification of ideas. As the best ideas thrive and gain
traction, clear schools of thought, or theoretical frameworks, emerge. These are applied, and
they begin to converge and are consolidated into a ‘global’ framework and then
operationalized. Operationalization leads to implementation and impact. Ultimately, a new
impetus or moment of innovation arises that inspires another cycle of innovation or knowledge
exchange.
The following diagram describes this more generalised model:
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3.3. Potential applications and insights from the model
The model suggests that convergence of disciplines, frameworks, or ideas can lead more
directly to impacts. Academics in several ESPA-funded projects described opportunities for
direct impact that were unforeseen and required an opportunistic approach. However, metaanalysis of the literature suggests that these opportunities are more likely to arise at stages
where ideas collaborate and converge. The most notable examples are:
1. The cycle of convergence at the interface of the Justice and Equity projects.
2. Dearing’s project, which sits at the convergence of two approaches: planetary
boundaries and limnology. Dearing’s academic expertise in empirical limnology
research, combined with an interest and understanding of boundaries, magnified the
impact he achieved through his research.
3. ASSETS, which sits at the convergence of multiple complex modelling approaches. This
has led to a tool that promises significant policy impact.

4. Conclusions
The five projects analysed in this research provide a glimpse of the impacts ESPA research is
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having on ES policy, practice and use. Further research is needed to extend this project
analysis in order to make specific claims about the larger ESPA portfolio. The methods used
here, particularly the matrix analysis, offer a potential opportunity for examining a broader
range of projects, and aggregating their analysis to get a sense of the relative strengths of the
ESPA portfolio more broadly. Further development of the knowledge exchange model may also
bear fruit for understanding how the projects within the portfolio interact with each other, and
with other influential work in their disciplines. This tool offers particular insight into ways that
ESPA can identify authors or disciplines which are primed for more imminent operational
impact, due to their convergence and collaboration with others.
ESPA faces an inherently difficult challenge in describing and articulating complex and
unpredictable long-term change in a non-academic way within time-bound funding cycles. ES
changes merit the nuanced attention and broad, patient perspective which ESPA has afforded
them, and this project analysis hopes to bridge the complex realities with the practical
exigencies of communicating these with a non-specialist audience.
Returning to the broader context of the overall ESPA programme, the projects analysed here
contribute to ESPA’s impact priorities, namely of maximising well-being and alleviating
poverty. However, the contributions made are difficult to quantify, as in the contributions of
John Dearing to the discourse around climate change and planetary boundaries, or more
directly applied to national and regional strategies than personal livelihoods and well-being, as
in the case of ASSETS in Malawi and Colombia. These contributions are vital, and in fact,
almost certainly more influential than direct contributions to human well-being, which do
emerge in examples such as Bhaskar Vira’s work on water security in the Himalayan
watershed. However, the challenge of measuring impact of academic projects on ES is that the
balance can not accurately be weighed so near to the end of the projects, especially where
funding for follow-up research and interventions are limited, which often leads to the end of
the relationship and contact with the implementing partners.
Within the broader context of measuring the impact of academic projects on well-being and
poverty, ESPA has set a clear course that is an important benchmark for academics and
funders of academic research interested in these areas. However, further research into the
broader sector is necessary to situate ESPA’s role amongst other R4D thought leaders, and it is
important to consider the ways in which other R4D stakeholders conceptualise impact. Indeed,
the greater emphasis on impact, and the demands on academics (as well as the development
sector) to demonstrate their impact contributes to a shift in culture which emphasises
compliance and incremental change over academic independence and bold re-imagining. The
mix of projects in this analysis demonstrate that ESPA has succeeding in promoting the
independent spirit of academic enquiry, while also setting clear guidelines around impact for
research partners. The challenge remains to guard the unique contribution academia makes to
well-being and poverty alleviation, and encourage academic partners to realise the impacts
they envision, and not stifle their creativity with burdensome requirements for receiving
funding. The relational approach of the ESPA “family” has encouraged the clear communication
necessary for this delicate balance, and continued involvement to facilitate the engagement of
leading experts in ES to improve human well-being and alleviate poverty will stand ESPA in
good stead.
ESPA can continue to identify key areas where R4D in ES can improve human well-being and
alleviate poverty by working closely with make academic partners whose expertise and passion
drives them to important areas for future research. Active facilitation of these key
conversations already occurs through ESPA conferences, but increasing synthesis of ESPA
research can add value by compounding the value of emerging research impacts.
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Addendum: Capacity Building
One of the additional aims of ESPA research grants is to build capacity. ESPA aims to build
capacity of researchers around the world by developing the skills and experience needed to
deliver research that is interdisciplinary an impact-oriented. The full project analysis report
alludes to specific individuals who have collaborated on ESPA research, but this addendum
draws together some of the themes and learning to guide ESPA’s future work in capacity
building.
Two contexts for capacity building are identified by the ESPA Impact strategy: bolstering the
capacity of particular researchers or disciplines in well-resourced environments, and building
capacity in inadequately resourced contexts.
Capacity building in both contexts falls into four categories:
• Giving researchers and academics opportunities to collaborate on research and
publications which increase their exposure and experience
• Facilitating connections between academics in different disciplines to foster innovative
inter-disciplinary and trans-disciplinary research
• Building the capacity of global and local institutions or infrastructure that facilitates
better academic research, particularly in field research sites and for academics in those
locations
• Improving the access and exposure of researchers and academics to ES methodologies
and schools of thought t how those can be applied to PA
Each of the projects reviewed here has demonstrated significant engagement with capacity
building through these categories in different ways, though only one project (ASSETS) has
engaged extensively with all of them. The following sections will give examples from the
projects of how they have built capacity in each of the areas, as well as highlighting areas
where opportunities were perhaps missed. Further research is required to understand how and
why each of these capacity-building opportunities was captured or missed.
The final section of this addendum brings together the learnings from across the four themes,
and 5 projects, and suggests the future areas for growth in capacity building for ESPA
research, and areas where further research is needed to identify other capacity building
opportunities. The five concluding points highlight the potential for ESPA to build capacity
through its funding calls as well as additional activities bringing together academics from
different backgrounds around the world.

Building capacity of researchers
ESPA contributes to building capacity in researchers in the first instance by opening its calls for
funding to researchers around the world. This means that academics from less well-resourced
countries have equal opportunities to further their research, and can engage in more resourceintensive research (including longitudinal studies and interdisciplinary approaches which
require more time and expense). This expands their horizons of the opportunities such
researchers are able to pursue, and the potential impact of their research.
In the case of the ASSETS project, a wide range of stakeholders from the field research sites
were involved in research, and benefitted from ESPA funding in bolstering their capacity. This
was particularly evident in the case of the numerous MA students in Colombia who were able
to secure funding on the coattails of the successful work of ASSETS, allowing them to engage
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with a research project of major international profile. This must be understood within the
context of already high research capacity in partner CIAT, which was instrumental in
maximising the capacity-building impact of ASSETS within its sphere of influence.
A second example included Dearing’s work with Chinese academics, which close collaborator
Ke Zhang describes as opening doors for his current work: “My current research in Australia is
a follow-on looking at coastal ecosystems, and how aquatic pollution issues affect agriculture.”
The opportunity of collaborating on ESPA-funded research has helped Dr. Zhang branch out
and secure other funding for continued work in related research.
In high-resource contexts, building capacity can also assist academics to be on level footing
with peers or institutions who would otherwise be more prominent due to greater funding,
privilege or power. The structural dynamics of power and privilege in academic credibility is a
problematic issue which often influences what publications are deemed to be most “impactful”.
The efforts of ESPA to build the capacity of researchers that do not have equal access to the
“seats of power” or “voices of influence” lie partly in the existence of ESPA itself. In some ways
ESPA provides a platform for academics, from which their research can have greater influence.
This theme is explored further in the next section on institutions, as ESPA catalyses structural
and institutional capacity-building, both in under-resourced contexts and in well-resourced
contexts with inequitable distribution.

Facilitating interdisciplinary work
In terms of facilitating interdisciplinary work, ESPA funding, by stipulating interdisciplinarity as
a cornerstone of research projects to be funded, sets a high bar of expectation, both to
academics, but also to other homologous grantmaking bodies. This contributes to the overall
tenor of interdisciplinary work, which is strongly emphasised in other grantmaking forums, of
course, but also means that academics (and institutions) with increased capacity in
interdisciplinary work, are thus led to pursue further work which fulfils that capacity. This area
of capacity building is thus not only an end, but a means to a continued emphasis and appetite
for interdisciplinary work.
One of the ways in which the projects in this analysis have built interdisciplinary capacity are in
bringing together related groups working on similar problems, as in the Justice and Equity
convergence mentioned in the concluding chapter. While the disciplines implicated in these two
projects are not as widely disparate from one another as other projects, ESPA played a larger
role, through follow-on funding and relational connections, in building the capacity of the
projects to contribute to a particularly impactful operational framework.
Other interdisciplinary capacity building is evinced in the way in which larger projects bring
together academics from different fields who might otherwise lack the resources to collaborate.
This was particularly evident in Bhaskar Vira’s work in the Himalayan watershed, which allowed
researchers in local universities to work on projects which brought them together with students
in other specialized institutions. For example hydrological and meteorological studies being
otherwise highly divergent from social science research and forestry management. In the case
of Dr. Zhang’s research, he cited his own case of breaking out of siloed disciplinary work as
representative of the Chinese academic system: “Personally, I gained a lot from this project –
it was very eye-opening and multi-disciplinary. My background is geography, but we were
working with public policy, and I wouldn’t have had this experience otherwise.”

Building capacity of institutions
Another area in which ESPA contributes to capacity building is at the institutional level. This is
particularly important where the lack of capacity, or lack of access to resources is not only
related to individual researchers, but to whole institutions, or limitations of institutional
systems. ESPA has contributed to capacity-building in this area not only because of the
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growing influence of ESPA as a nascent “institution” itself, but also in terms of its ability to
leverage the authority of the partner institutions and funding bodies which it partners with.
Institutions often lack capacity because of global and structural issues that are difficult to
counter within academia alone. Thus it is significant that ESPA has forged links with academics
who have influence within governmental and non-governmental bodies, in addition to
academia. In the case of ASSETS, influential stakeholders in the Malawian government were
able to parlay the findings of the research into policy decisions, and through that cement the
influence of key academics on public policy in key environmental issues. ESPA, and more
specifically, the ASSETS partners at Southampton were able to leverage academic influence for
policy change because they bolstered the capacity of the partner academic institutions in the
project.
Other areas of institutional capacity building can be seen in the ways in which ESPA-funded
projects have supported NGO partners with an evidence base for impact-oriented intervention,
and in policy forums such as REDD+. Institutional capacity building in terms of influence on
policy and advocacy of “donor countries” has been less evident, and may be an area for
growth, as ASSETS Lead PI Guy Poppy mentioned, citing his own work as a chief scientific
adviser for the British government, which he felt was only tangentially influenced by ESPA
research.

Improved exposure to ES methods
Another area of capacity building is methodological – the increased exposure of ESPA
academics to methods which rely on an approach which prioritises impact on poverty
alleviation. The nature of the ESPA grant funding obviously encourages this in the first place,
and nudges academics to pursue their research within this framework. Beyond this
rudimentary level of capacity-building, increased exposure to ESPA-aligned methods also
occurs through the conferences, peer-sharing, and interdisciplinary work which ESPA focuses
on.
Clearly the academics who receive ESPA funding are already primed for ESPA-aligned
methods, however the resourcing of ESPA to pursue these methods and to operationalise them
in cutting edge research pushes forward the fields and the tools which are implicated. The cocreation of new means for addressing poverty alleviation through ES management is one of the
shining achievements of ESPA’s work. While, ESPA projects such as ASSETS and Poverty and
Ecology have resulted in novel modelling tools which help to address this, and Justice and
Equity have contributed to an operational framework which engages with an important aspect
of this, ESPA may be able to forge a more pro-active role in such projects. The opportunity to
lead and develop such tools may be more “co-creative” than simply identifying and resourcing
them.

Conclusions & Learning
In summary five conclusions emerge around the role of ESPA in building capacity.
•

Capacity building is important for both low-resource and high-resource contexts and is
important in counteracting inequitable distribution of resources and influence

•

ESPA is a platform that can counteract inequitable power structures

•

ESPA can add value through bringing together stakeholders from across the disciplinary
spectrum, to create new and innovative collaborations in impact-oriented research

•

The importance of seeing certain types of impacts within a limited time frame could lead
to the de-prioritisation of capacity building, especially in contexts where academics are
marginalised from greater influence by structural inequalities
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•

Greater collaboration within the ESPA family can encourage enhanced capacity

Further research remains to be done on the nature of ESPA’s role in each of these areas, and it
is evident that while ESPA has played a role in building capacity, this role has been relatively
broad and passive, rather than targeted and strategic. The regional impact advisers may
provide some assistance going forward in amplifying the local impact of ESPA on capacitybuilding, however whether ESPA is in a position to target specific opportunities for building
capacity is a question of mandate and resource allocation. A strategic review of the relative
impact of a greater emphasis on capacity building will allow ESPA to address this issue more
comprehensively, as well as identify specific areas of strength for capacity building. At the
moment, ESPA’s reliance on its partners, particularly recipients of larger ESPA grants in wellresourced institutions, is the primary avenue for capacity-building that emerged from this
project analysis.
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